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fhe purpose of this thesis was to develop a plan of 

vocational guidance suitable for Yuma High school* in 

order to help carry ont more successfully the above purpose^ 

a syllabus was ore pared for use by the teacher and a work

book for the studeuts* 

She material has been grouped lato the following 

dl vis ions-j fart Oae la a brief statement of the problem 

and the methods used to develop the material* Part Two is 

a syllabus in which a number of .oeeupatio&s lapertaat in the 

Southwest were Investigated* BMP* three is the student's 

workbook* ïhe workbook* Îa turn* has been divided into 

three parte: Part One«dealing with general introductory 

oonsideratîoâsi Bart fwo,ooaaigting of a surrey of vocations 

important in the Southwest; ant Part fhree* containing an 

outline for an intensive study on an occupation selected hy 

the stude&t* 

©no of the alms in preparing this work has been to 

make it thoroughly practical for secondary schools of the 

Southwest* Conditions existing in this region are such that 

other workbooks have failed to meet the needs of our section* 

It Is hoped that the mate rial, in this thesis will prove 

to fee of practical value to othersf ana that the real aim of 

vocational guidâmes will be better realised« 
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INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Until the beginning of the twentieth century the seise-

tion of an occupation was relatively simple. Seventy-five

per cent of the young men followed the occupation of their

fathers. Today not more than twenty-five per cent do that

and this number is diminishing. The time has gone by when

a boy's occupation could be decided for him by his parents.

The farm or father's work usually required the older son's

attention, while the younger boys perhaps had a chance to

enter the professions. Today many of the occupations which

provided a livelihood for our fathers and grandfathers do

not exist, while we find countless new occupations opening

up every day.

The situation today offers a challenge to the young

person who would plan a successful and happy life. He must

try to understand the present, to foresee the future, and to

prepare himself both socially and eoonomically for his plaoe

in society.

Row he is going to do this is the problem that confronts

all agencies of society today: government industry, schools,

and parents. Which one of these can best help him solve his



problem? Society leaves the task of guidance to the schools

to a great extent.

This shifting of the responsibility to the schools has

resulted in a wide-spread demand for more vital and definite

courses in vocational guidance. The specific problem cov-

area. in this study appeared when the writer, as head of a

high school social soienee department, attempted to formulate

a course in guidance that would be suitable for his own com-

munity.

A survey of the available material, through writlng to

other high schools and reviewing numerous texts on the sub-

loot, revealed the absence of any thorough compilation of

material to serve as the basis for such a course. Other

high school teachrs admitted. the inferior character of their

courses, in most eases rather haphazardly drawn up, designed

to meet specific local conditions, and in no ease suitable

for conditions in Yuma County, Arizona. To meet this situa-

tion, the writer compiled and organized material suitable

for a short vocational guidance course in Tama County or any

other non-nanufeeturing community in the southwest.

The Need of Considering Zeonomic Factors in Guidanoe

One of the basic objootives in vocational guidanee is

the direction of occupational choices in terms of aptitudes,

abilities, and interests. Guidance officers attempt to

assist students in that vocation or occupational field where-

in the student's level of ability will make for suceess.



This method of matching the abilities of the student with

those required in a particular occupation results in poor

guidanse for the individual.

For certain economic and industrial conditions may arise

to complicate and block this matching procedure as an of-

festive technique in guidance. For example, there are more

jobs utilising average or low ability than there are people

with corresponding levels of mechanical ability. Conversely,

there are more people with a superior level of this ability

than there are jobs requiring such a level. On the basis of

present day industry we find a decided discrepancy between

the level of abilities available and those actually needed.
1

The matching of abilities of a student with the re-

quirements of the job is farther complicated by the inability

of the public to pay for the services offered by those in

that occupation.

Th. Committee on Oast of M ioa Oars cites an out-

standing example of such a condition. At the present time

there are 56 dentists per 100,000 population. This number

cannot give adequate care. Indications are that 99 to 179

should be the number necessary to give proper dental oare.

But in terms of capacity to pay these 56 per 100,000 may

represent oVerorowding. It is suggested that this dis-

Crepaney between the supply and the estimated number required

1. Williamson,	 a Dar ey,	 lities
to Jobs, The Personnel Journal, Vol. 13, April 1935.
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cannot be adjusted until dental costs are reduced.1

For very few occupations and professions are there

reliable data regarding the number of needed workers to re-

place those superannuated, permanently disabled, or retired

for other reasons*

Many guidance workers are satisfied to take the United

States Census data as indicating the number of jobs avail-

able and the replacements needed. The Census data are

valuable to show trends in occupations and the extent and

types of workers employed, but they yield little information

as to the kinds or number of workers needed by industry,

business, and the Professions.

Another problem confronting the guidance teacher is

the fact that students counseled are at the beginning of a

training period that will last from two to eight years.

The counselor may have complete knowledge of present economic

and industrial demands for workers in the various fields,

but what assurance can he give that society will demand or re-

ward the student's services after his long training period?

Some counselors do attempt a solution of the problem

of these eoonomie restrictions by enlightening students,

stimulating basic research, and educating the public to an

understanding of these problems. The purpose of these

ne o he Commaie on "Ttia—orneloae,
University of Chicago Press, 1933. "Fundamentals

of Good Medioal Care," by Lee, R. I* and Jones, L. W.,
125-127*



workers is to bring about a solution by agitating until a

public demand for planning employment needs, financial

incomes, and oocupational trends has been created.

The Scope of the Study

Realizing the impossibility of formulating a course

that would be suitable for all localities, only general

consideration was given 000upations and conditions outside

of our local community.

thod of Co ling This Syllabus and Workbook

paring this syllabus the first step was a canvass

of oecupational interests of the junior and senior classes

in lima sChool. The next step was to rank the occupations

in that oommunity in relation to their importance. Informa-

tion for this was reoeived from the County Assessor, Yuma

County Water Users' Association, and the Chamber of Commerce.

The oomstruction of a syllabus and workbook was the

The syllabus information was collected by inter-

S, references and correspondence. Effort was made to

take into consideration the biased opinions of the people

toter wed and to present a true picture of each oecupation.

The workbook is the result of three years experimenta-

tion with different types of problems and questions. The

workbook has proven to be quite satisfactory in the "Alma

Righ S011001*



II. ;VIZW OF SOME PLANS FOR VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

FOR HIGH SCHOOLS

In the United States, not including Arizona

The following schools were selected because they give

typical examples of guidance work carried on in different

sections of the United States.

A. Seattle, Washington

The plan of guidance starts in the Junior High

School. Pupils are given tests to show their apti-

tudes, their likes and dislikes and their mental

ability.

Each student has a small folder with all his

records, hi grades, his achievements and any re-

marks of interest that pertain to him. (This record

stays in the office of the sohool.) When he graduates

from Junior High School this folder is sent on up to

the Senior High School. The counselors study this

chart and suggest courses and vocations. The student

is allowed to try out in certain typas of work, such as

art, shopwork, agriculture, clerical work, etc.

The student then visits the various industries of

his intrest and secares interviews which he, in turn,

reports to the class. Finally each student prepares
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a careers book. In this the occupation that inter-

ests him most is studied..

Bo Dallas, Texas

The publics sohool system of Dallas has prepared

and publishes its own workbook, entitled "Students Work-

book in Voeations".

This workbook oontains eighty-five pages, enclosed

in a heavy cover, The outline is given for the book

and the pupils fill in the material found in their re-

search.

The book has been prepared for level needs and

includes only vocations of importance to Dallas.

The workbook includes twenty-three references for

the use of teachers and 119 references for the students.

Reports from the schools show that interest has

increased to the point where the course, "Occupa-

tions," has gained a prominent place in the high

school aarrioulum.1

Benjamin rranklin High School, South Norwalk, Conn.

PU ils in the three years of the junior high school

meet two periods par week for study of oocupations

with teachers devoting part time to guidance. A

general progressive series of steps are followed from

one grade to the ne t. This keeps the subject alive

u en s Wor. oo n oca ons, Socirdifi—E7
Dallas Publb Schools * Dallas, Texas, 1933.



and present in the students minds. In addition to

text study, visits are made to various shops and inter-

views are arranged with prominent professional men. 1

D. Brawley, California

An Occupations course is given in the Freshman

year. The course is given by a social scienoe teaoh-

er. It is only a one semester oourse. Materials used

are a textbook, interviews, and visits to interesting

industries in the community.

E. General Summary

1. Instruction in 000upational information is rapidly

being included in the regular curricula of the

schools*

2. In the research made by the Department of Educa-

tion on occupations, 1,111 schools were included.

Of this number, 68.5 per cent reported having occu-

pational instruction courses.

S. Instruction in occupational information given as a

part of any other course is most often included in

some social science subject.

4. There is a tendency to broaden the work done in

oocupational courses beyond one textbook or a

single method of study.

t o Maris 1., ' Courses in Occupational Information,"
Bulletin, 1954, Q. 11 0 U. S. Dept. of the Interior,
Office of Education.

2, Ibid., p* 290



There is a growing development of new techniques

for the procedure of discovering an occupational

interest.

6. The middle western states have a higher percentage

of students enrolled in occupational courses than

any other group of states.

In Arizona

A. flagstaff High School

A. course in occupations is offered for one semes-

ter and is taught by the vocational or shop teaoher.

The course is usually taken by Freshmen and lasts for

one semester only. It is required of those graduat-

ing with the vocational diploma, The 1935 first

semester enrollment was twenty-six.

B. Tucson Senior High School

In Tucson High School there is no course of guid-

anee given. What guidance work carried on is done in

the home rooms.

C* Tucson Junior High Sohools

The Junior High Sohool gives a course in vocations

in the ninth grade. This course is required of all

students. The boys and girls are in separate classes

and eaoh studies occupations that they might choose

as a life's career.

The course lasts for a full year. The girls study

pamphlets and outside material and later are tested to
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try and help them find a vocation for which they are

fitted,

The bop use a text for part of the year and the

rest of the 7 ,1ar a series of occupational tests are

given them along with the study of outside vocational

material.

D. Mesa High School'

The plan of guidance in Mesa High school has been

worked out in a very detailed plan. The training is

put into operation through a plan of home roams.

These homo rooms are organized on a class basis, boys

and girls In separate classes. Eaoh home room teaoh-

er of a freshman, sophomore, junior and senior group

of about twenty-five pupils, has a mimeoeraphed out-

line to be used for that class.

The topies for discussion are separated and inst uc-

tions for presenting the material are included for

the home room teacher in many oases. The work is

carried on by reports, interviews, and general d!s

Mission.

The freshman year is devoted to learning about

sehool, desirable habits and social oourtesy0

he sophomore year study is made up of sportsman-

ship, personal appearance world friendshiP, service,

ITTUTZEEktelifIV6ITE—Tiii s„ piesa Union -Righ Sch-751, Mesa,
Arizona, 1936.



and social hygiene and health.

The junior year continues with the study of de-

able ideals for good citizens. A few of the sub-

jects included are honesty, courage, obedience,

loyalty, kindliness, friendliness, reliability and

judgment.

The latter part of the junior work takes up a

series of questions in regard to driving laws, table

manners, and social courtesy.

In the senior year the problem of vocational

guidance is introduced and the need for vocational

guidance is discussed. The kinds of work one might

enter, the advantages and disavantages of each, and

the ways of securing and making good at a job are

covered.

The last part of the senior year is devoted to

questions of marriage and the establishment of homes,

and the problems arising within a family.

Phoenix High School

Phoenix High School gives an occupations course

for freshmen. It is given as a one semester course;

the boys and girls are divided into separate classes.

It Is not required and during the fall of 19235 the

enrollment was forty-eight boys and twenty-five girls,

a very small enrollment for a school with a total

enrollment of 4,400 pupils.
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The ocoupations studied are those that interest

that partioular group. Some effort is made toward

the guidance of the individual into work for which

he is best qualified to prepare.

F. Other Schools Giving Oocupational Courses

The total enrollment of schools, and their en-

rollment in vocational guidance courses during the

first semester of 1935 were as follows : 

School	 School
Enrollment

Ashfork	 17

Benson	 104

Bisbee	 464

Buckeye	 173 

Vocational
Guidance

Enrollment

10

12

19

22

Holbrook	 151	 32

Miami	 575	 50

Patagonia	 69	 20

Parker	 40	 8

4. All school authorities that were oontacted believed

that there should be more work carried on in this

field Reasons for not having better courses were at-

tributed to laok of material on the subject no demand

for the ourse and no teachers in their systems Quali-

fied or interested enough to give the course. Lack

of f names to establish and maintain suoh a °our e

vas one of the foremost reasons given.



III. CONCLUSIONS

1. Guidance with any degree of accuracy is a field that has

only barely opened up.

2. There is need of selecting and training teachers to be

qualified and capable counselors.

3. The information available for counselors is limited.

There are some books, magazines, etudiee, and pamphlets

available, but as a whole they are written on a very gen-

eral basis. To get facts pertinent to a particular

teacher's locality, it is necessary for him to go out

and collect them for himself.

4. The sources from which one collects his information have

to be weighed and evaluated. A dean of a certain school

stated that there were places  for every person graduat-

ing from that school. According to various published

articles and men in the field engaged in this type of

work, the profession was overcrowded and many of their

number were forced into other lines to find employment.

5. Someone in each oommunity should make a study of its ocou-

pations aid gather information as to the possibility of

employment in each.

6. The most reliable and complete material found  Was a

series of guidance pamphlets published by the United

States Department of Education.
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ere is a growing interest on the part of sohool

authorities in ocoupational courses. Many lack material

and funds to include such courses in their curricula at

the present t ime

8. There is a growing tendency to include the study of non-

professional ocoupations as well as professional voca-

tions.

The results from the courses now given cannot be °hooted

with any degree of accuracy.

10, The use of a workbook has awakened many students to

the requirements demanaed by certain oolleges, and to

the qualifloations necessary to fill certain ocoupational

pos itions



PART TWO

THE SYLLABUS

A* Purpose

The purpose of the syllabus is to give the teacher

who has guidance work on his program a general plan to use

when collecting occupational information.

The outline used for collection of information in the

syllabus is necessarily more complete than that used in the

workbook. The teacher must have a more complete outline to

be able to check the reliability of the student's work.

As it is impossible to investigate and report any

great number of opoupetions o only one or two were selected

fro each of the divisions of occupations made by the

Census Bureau. Some of the occupations reported on here

were ones that the students seleoted as the most desirable

for a life's vocation* Others were selected because of

their importance in the particular community.

B4 General Outline. Used to Collect Data

Glasses of
	

and nature of their work

II. Working Conditions Surrounding Those Engaged in This

OcOupation

A. Bealth and Accident

B.• Assoelates



O. Chanees for advancement

D. Season and hours of work

III. Preparation

4. General educational requirements

1. General

2. Righ school subjects of particular value

B. Regulations and teohnical requirements

1* State laws

2* Labor Union regulations

3. Colleges or Universities outstanding in this

field

4. Type of work necessary for preparation

a. Age

b. Education

o. Experience

C. Common deficiencies of present workers

1. Causes of removal

IV. Compensations

A. salaries of various grades

B. Pensions

C. Industrial compensation

D. Average income of those engaged in this kind of

work

V* IndiVidual or special requirements

A* Mental

Eh iC*1



VI. Types of tests that should help to determine if a

student is qualified for this work

A. Into11igenoe

3 Teachers' reports

0. Aptitude tests

D. Other special tests

VII, Means of getting a position

VIII* SuPP1Y and demand

A* Arizona

1, Number in the ocoupation

2* Number training for the work

3, Number unemployed

4. Number of positions	 t is occupation

B. United. States

1. Number in t e occupation

2, Number training for the work

3* NUmber unemployed

40 Number of positions in this 000upation

IX Prospects of	 as a vocation



Selected Occupations Peculiar to Arizona

LGRIOULTVRE 

MURAL FARMING

I. Glasses of Farmers and Nature of their Work

A* Cotton farming

1. Requires constant care, cultivation, chopping,

irrigation, picking, etc.

2. Grower must go long periods of time without an

income.

Must fertilize the land at least every four

years to keep the soil built up.

4. Cannot make any use of his orop except to

market it.

B. Truck farming 1inclu3.es the raising of lettuce,

carrots, cantaloupes watermelons, cabbages, peas,

tomatoes, etc

1. Requires a great amount of labor per acre.

2. Impossible for farmer to do all his own work.

Necessary to hire lots of outside labor.

3* Labor trouble often develops in the sheds and

fields.

4. Need of much speGial equipment.

5 Must depend on the immediate market. Impossible

to hold this crop to wait for a better market,



6. Depletes the soil. Must continually rebuild it.

O. Alfalfa growers

1. Many- crops coming in during the year gives a

steady income.

2. This crop builds up the soil.

3. Hay and seed can be stored and held for a bet-

ter market,

4. Alfalfa seed can be raised, but poor yields in

Yuma make it a poor crop for revenue.

5. Alfalfa serves as good pasture for cattle known

as "feeders". (Stock from the range brought

in to fatten before they are sent over to the

coast markets.)

D. Other classes of farming in Yuma

1. Dairying is carried on only to the extent of

serving local needs.

2. Cereal crops (wheat, corn, oats barley, etc.)

are not very important. Some are raised on

new land.

3. Small amounts of broomcorn are raised. in the

Gila Valley.

Working Conditions Surrounding Those Engaged in

This Work

A* Health and Accident

1 Fresh air and exercise as a rule make for a

healthy environment.



2. Working with stock and machinery often causes

acoidents

5. Farmers and farm laborers rank the highest in

longevity of all occupations in the United

States, with a rating of normal expectancy of

b8.5 years .1

B. Assooiates

1. Most of those doing day labor do not rate very

high mentally and have a poor education.

Obanoes for Advancement

1. Most boys will get their apprenticeship at borne

on the farm.2

2. The average young fellow will work as a day

laborer. If he te industrious and alert he

may be able to work up to foreman03

D. Seasons and Rours of Work

1. Farm work is noted for long hours. One who is

a clock-wateher should not think of becoming a

farmer.

2. During harvest and irrigation tine the longest

hours are required.

Z. Between crops a farmer does have the advantage

of being able to take a week or so off at a

e	 SerieTTI7-
Igoe	 "Possibilities of Agriculture as a Voca-

tion Careers and Hobbies, Dec. 1935, p. 3.
b d



time and do other things.

4* A farmer is his awn boss if he owns his farm.

Warming is one of the few occupations of im-

portance today in which a person may own his

business and be his awn boss.

B. Warming is the only occupation many could over

be happy in.. Those people who like to see

things grow and enjoy digging in soil ith

their hands should become farmers.'

III* Preparation

A. General Educational Requirements

1. General

a* To be a day laborer very little education

is required but the supposition is that few

will want to stay in this group.

b* A general vocational training is needed to

be a good farmer. He must be able to under-

stand literature published concerning crops

and land. He must be able to do general

business mathematics.

o. The present day farmers include many agri-

cultural college graduates. May are

trained to work their farms scientifically

and as a result in many cases they get much

a 	P.



better results than the average farmer.

da High sohool subjects of particular value,

1) English

2) Business Arithmetic

5) Agricultural studies

4) Bookkeeping

5) Business law

6) Shop work

7) Economics

8) General science

B. Colleges and Universities Outstand	 in this Field

in the Southwest

10 University of Arizona aoson, Arizona

2. Agrieultural College, University of California;

Davis * California

• Oregon State College; Corvallis, Oregon

4. University of New Mexico; Albuquerque, N.

5. Utah Agricultural College; Provo, Utah

6. New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanical

Arts; State College, N. Mo

Oa Common Defioienoies of Present Workers

lw Failure to adopt new methods and ways.

2. Failure to rotate crops when soil becomes

depleted.

5* Laziness, lack of attention to their farms.

40 Over—expansion, causing indebtedness that they
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are not able to overcome.

6. Disaatisfaction with low prices paid for crops,

resulting in many leaving farming for other

occupations.

D. General Knowledge that a Farmer Must Have.

1. He must be an all-around meohanio, blaoksmith,

and repair man to keep his tools and equipment

in good order.

2. He must be able to take oar .z of stook, chickens,

etc., around the farm, and have a general

knowledge of their ailments and troubles.

3. He must understand crops, soil, cultivation, and

the harvesting methods required for each crop.

4. He must be a shrewd buyer and seller to handle

his business and come out on top. The better

forecaster he is the more successful a farmer

he will be.

IV. Compensations

A. Laborers

1. The day laborer receives about $2.00 to 42050

per day for nine hours work.

2. Tractor drivers receive 4.00 to $7.00 par day.

3. Field workers in lettuce and other trucking

(trope receive thirty to forty cents  per hoar.

4. Cotton pickers receive from fifty to seventy-

five cents per hundred pounds.
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B. The farmer's income varies with the yield, the

prices he receives for his arops taxes he pays,

and cost of his supplies.

1. Truck farmers receive as high as 00 per acre,

profit at times when they have a good crop.

Other times large fields ripen and not a crate

is hauled out of the field because of low

prices.

2. The records for Yuma Valley are as follows: 1

Average Value par
Acre Cropped

027.47
28.49
28.74
55.96
49.52

3. Some farmers raise part of their own food, thus

cutting down their expenses 	ny could not

continue to farm if they did not do this to

supplement their income.

T. Individual or Special Requirements

A. Mental

1. He needs to be alert, progressive, industrious

and resourceful.

B. Physical

Tear Talus of
Crop

1931 1,363,639
1932 1,2500835
1933 1,336,016
1954 2,,,50808156
1935 2,475,561
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10 Re must have good health and a strong body.

2* He must ham* a world of reserve strength and

power to carry on under adverse conditions.

VI. Types of Tests that Should Help Determine if a Student

is Qualified for this Work

A. Intelligence tests can show if he has average

intellectual ability.

B. The best test is a boy's interest and willingness

to do hard work.

VII. Means of Becoming a Farmer

A. Most farmers are farmer's sons and they receive

their start while at home.

B. Many take over their father's farm after com-

pletion of school; others are helped by their

parents in getting started.

Others work for day wages and save enough to get

some equipment, then they rent a place on "shares".

D. The next step is buying a tarn, usually on time,

and from then on it is a long grind to pay off the

mortgage.

VIII. Supply and Demand

A. Arizona

1. Total gainfully employed in farming in Arizona

is 38 0697, of which 18,497 are listed as farmers

and 20,502 are listed as farm laborers.1

at Depar men of Oommeroe,
sport, 1950, Vol. LIMaemployment:p. 1150



2* 1 0.514 farm laborers and 91 farmers are listed.

as out of employment?

a. 23.4 per cent of Arizona population live on

farms.2

4* The distribution of farmers in Arizona aocord-

ing to age is as *Alms, according to the 1930

0ensus: under 25, 359; 25-34 0 1,941; 35-44,

3 546; 45-54 3,289; 54-64, 2,289; over 65,

1,329.

5. In 1931-32 out of approximately 7,400 boys in

high schools in Arizona only about 600 were en-

rolled in 49 agricultural classes over the state.3

B. United States

lo The 1930 census lists 6,288,648 farm operators

operating on 968 0 771,016 acres. Each farm

averaged about 157 acres per farm.

a. The distribution acoording to age is as

follows: under 26, 371,695; 25-34, 1,049,-

052; 55-44, 1,425,425; 45-54, 1,459,959;

55-64, 1,094,003; over 65, 676,574.

Z. Generally about 75 par cent of the boys Who live

on farms remain and follow the occupation of

their fathers04

• as. aal to I I a MI.

s, Unemp oyment, po 115.
Puller John Seymour, "ome Griteria for Establishing and

Mailtaining D!partmen s n he Secon ar So oo "Zir-
p •



IX. Prospects of Farming as a Vocation

A. Agrioultural voeations are not diminishing in

pertanee, but they are changing in charaoter. The

old time farmer is passing out of the picture and

his place is being filled by progressive business

men who take an intelligent interest in social and

political problems. There is room for intelligent,

resourceful men with a good deal of business abil-

ity in farming today.'

B. Small farming will rapidly disappear during the

next twenty years. The advantage is rapidly shift-

ing to the farm operated on largo scale methods.

Even with large scale farming, certain types such

as dairying, grain farming, and cotton farming are

pitfalls. It is best for the average young farmer

to keep out of them. Zany years must pass before

prosperity will return to this tyne of farming.2

0, The way to farm ownership is hard, but a young man

with ambition who desires independence and personal

security can do no better today than to work toward

this goal.3

D* President Roosevelt stated in 1935 that "the future

of the United States is with the farmer

1777WitaT-W7E,  oca 	. PP
2. Pitkin, Walter, New Careers for Youth, p. 100.
SS OarWers and Hobbies, "Possibilities of Agriculture as a

P
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With the change to trucking in Yuma, toget or wi h

the fact that many winter crops oan be grown there,

YUma should make great progress as a farming oom-

nunity.

F. In addition, the Gila Projeot, which is now in

construction, will open up some 200,000 aores to

farming in this locality.

G. As a warning, do not plan to be a farmer unless you

like outdoor work, lots of it, long hours and many

hardships. If you do you will no doubt receive

rewards that will more than olmpensate you for your

efforts.
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HORTICULTU

I. Citrus and Pecan Growing

A. Citrus Growing

1. This crop may be classed in the luxury group.

In a period of hard times the demand and pries

will probably fall. This is not a very desir. ,

able situation from the grower's vie point.

2. The original outlay cost per acre until the time

a return may be expeoted from the crop is about

twomao.

3. Grapefruit is a seasonal crop. First shipments

are made about the end of November and extend

until the middle of Day.

4. Constant care, cultivation, irrigation, fer-

tilising and general upkeep make growing citrus

a year around job,

6. Most of the Yhma orchards are operated by

syndicates. In charge of each synaicate's

holding is usually found a college graduate of

some recognised agricultural school. There

are some orchards that are operated by private

owners and do not have specially trained men

to manage them,

6. Supply and Demand

a United States
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1) The consumption of grapefrait per eapit

in the United States twenty-five years

ago was less than one fruit. Ten years

ago the amount had risen to six per

capita. At the present time the consumption

is about sight.'

2) The production of grapefruit in the

United States has doubled in the last ten

years. During 1954-1935 season, over

18,000,000 boxes of grapefruit and 58,-

000,000 boxes of oranges were marketed. 2

2) The need of inoreasing national consump-

tion is one of the main objeotives of the

California Fruit Growers' &xchange, an

organization extending over Southern Cali-

fornia and Arizona. Over 60 per cent of

all citrus fruits from these two states

are marketed under this organization.

"Sunkist" is the trade name of their first

grade product

b. Arizona

1) The first oitrus was planted in Arizona

in 1889. At the present time there are

-Citrus-TEFET7rIaliFaiirri-oTEFiF7----
V01. 14, June 15, 1935, po 8.

ruide
citvus 00—opo o n Arizona Produ e Vol. 14, Novo 1

1935 . P. 2.
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over 15,000 acres of grapefruit and about

7,300 sores of oranges, of which 2 0 400,are

valenoias 0 5 , 900 are navels and 1,000 .

are seedlings*

2) In Yhma for 1954-55 there was 1,070

acres producing and about double that

amount less than four years old° The

produotion for 1954-55 was 246,000 packed

boxes* This was marketed through the

Mom Mesa Fruit Growers'Association, a

branch of the California rruit ( rowers'

Association.'

3) As a career in this occupation it would

seem that the need of capital and experi-

ence make it rather a elosed occupation

for the average boy.

4 Growers claim there is small profit in

the citrus industry Too many regions

are producing in competition with

Arizona now*

Be Paean Oulture

1. The pecan requires from 7-10 years after plant-

ing before it will yield a paying crop. This

requires the reserves of considerable cash

izona- 0a1 -
S* r 0 	oama on, TiflaCiFIgir 1935.
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before one should attempt to plant pecans.

a, Farmers often offset this advantage by gro

ing truck crops between the growing trees

until they are of bearing size.

2. The pecan requires constant care during this

growing period, pruning 9 irrigating, and culti-

vating.

5. The original outlay for good trees is about

$1000 per tree.

4. A pecan crop is not a sure crop. Some years

a very small amount "sets"; other years the

nut "sprouts, spoiling it for the market.

5. The price of pecans has gone down over one-half

in the last five years. With the increased

acreages in Arizona and Texas it is probable

that the price will drop more

6. Supply end Demand

a. The price of good -paper shell pecans has

dropped from $1400 per pound to about 25

Gents per pound in the last ten years. The

demand has not decreased, but the supply

has gone ahead by acres and acres.

b, There is a question whether or not the pecan

produced in Texas where they do not have

water and construction charges to pay ill

prevent the Yuma pecan growers from being
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able to compete.

e. The 1956 pecan crop in Yuma was 22 9316

pounds from 1,006 acres. This gives an

average of about 127 pounds per acre. Of

this acreage, most of the trees have not

reached full production yet. In 1935 there

were 1,056 acres of pecans that had not

reached tearing age,'

d. Fruit growing is a good occupation for the

right person. It is not only an occupation

or vocation, but it is a business where one

is the workman, Rener 1 manager, and owner.

Fruit growing holds prospects because fruit

acreage reductions have been as great as

thirty per cent except in Maine in the east

and Washington in the west. Prices, while

not high, have been high enough to give the

fruit grower operating on a business basis

a profit 2

e. The numerous uncertainties of this occupation

make it highly desirable for the person who

is thinking of becoming a fruit raiser to

investigate all Phases of it before investing
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all or even part of his capital in a

fruit ranoh .1
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FOREST SERVIOE

Pores tors and Nature of Their Workl

As The National Forests are federal forest properties

administrated by the United States Department of

Agriculture, and directly in charge of the United

States Forest Service a bureau of that department.

The Forest Service has supervision over 166 National

Forests, comprising over 160,000,000 acres. In

Arizona there ars nine National Forests covering an

area of approximately 12,000,000 acres. The work

of the Forest Service is divided into two branches:

forestry and range supervisions

1 Forestry Division2

a Forest Rangers are the field men.

1) They are responsible, under the direction

of the Forest Supervisors, for the pro-

tection and management of range districts

consisting of from 60,000 to 300,000

acres.

2) The primary duty of the Forest Rangers is

to protect their districts against forest

fires Protection against fires requires

on rigar nj ómp omen. On ..o e Na.onaloros
0470, United States Department of Agriculture .



good planning, an efficient organization,

and often long, strenuous hours of riding

and hard manual labor.

3) He must handle the field work in connec-

tion with the sale of timber and many

other activities of a similar nature.

4) He is expected to build trails, cabins, or

fences when his time is not actually needed

on administrative work.

b. Junior Forester1

1) A limited number of Junior Foresters are

assigned to Forest Bxperiment Stations,

forest products researoh to the care of

tinber surveys, or to fill other special-

ized positions.

2) Qualifioatiens are higher for this work

than for ranger work.

c. Forest Supervisor

1) A Supervisor has control of a National

Forest which is comprised of b to 8 ranger

districts

2) Be is in direct charge of and solely re-

sponsible for the efficient business

management of his forest.

3) Be is responsible for sound teohnioal



handling of all of its resources.

4) He must have the capacity for sucoessful

leadership of men.

Range Management 1

a. Junior Range Examiner., Assistant Range

Examiner, and Range Examiner

1) HO must have technical training to fill

this position.

a) Graduate frOm a college giving these

courses or

b) Rave had at least four years of ex-

perience in practical range problems.

) Duties

a) Range Examinerls duties consist of

supervising the grazing of livestock

upon: National Forests, allotting graz-

ing privilege, and dividing the ranges

between different cattlemen and sheepmen.

b4 They are charged with the work of ini.

proving depleted grazing areas and

co-operating with State and Federal

authorities in the enforcement of live-

stock quarantine regulations.

II. Working Conditions aurrounding Those Engaged in This Work

on 08a	 open on t 	a anal ri7iir
O.17	 Department of Agriculture.



A. Health and Aceident

10 Ideal conditions for healthful living are one of

the Ranger's rewards. He lives outside, many

nights are spent out in the open. A person that

cannot get along without the conveniences of

oivilization should not enter the Forest Service.

2. There is no place in the ranger service for a

person with poor health.

5. A Forest Ranger is often forced to place his

life in jeooardy in carrying out his work. Fire

fighting, rescue of lost and stranded persons

during storms and blizzards are part of his duties.

B. Associates

1. This work will require a man to find part of

his company in his work.

2. His co-workers will be of a higher level, but he

will have to deal with the people of his dis-

tricts and part of his success depends upon haw

well he can adapt himself to conditions which he

will find there.

O. Chances for Advancement
1

1 Promotions in the Forest Service are made from

the Service. At the present time there is no

uniform system of promotion.

es Depar men	 gricutur7:—F5FFirlWiTic-777
ennel Program for the Forest Service."
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Usually a ranger's °banes for advancement de-

pends upon his length of service and ability to

fill the positiono

Z. Promotions many times are very slow, causing

some to become discouraged.

Do Hours and Time of Work

1. The Forest Service is not a place for a person

who is afraid to work, or one who is a clock-

watcher.

2. The Ranger is his own boss, but he has certain

work Which must necessarily be completed within

a certain time.

3. Certain seasons when the forest is very dry

require additional help, and a great amount of

extra work for the Ranger.

III. Preparation

a. General Educational Requirements

1 Courses in High School that will help prepare

one for this work.

a. Biology

b. Chemistry

co Zoology

d. agronomy

0 Botany

f. animal Husbandry
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g. Geometry and Trigonometry

h. English

h conomics

2 For a Forest Ranger position it is almost es-

sential that the applicant have a degree from

a college of Fores try

13, Technical Requirements which the United States

Civil Service Commission lists for Junior For-

esters°1

1. They must be citizens of the United States°

2. Eduoation and Experience.

a. They must show that they have graduated from

a four-year course in a forestry school of

recognized standing, or from the forestry

department of a college or university of

recognized standing, or from a recognized

college or university with a bachelor's

degree in a branch other than forestry, and,

in addition, with a master's degree in

forestry; or

b. They must show that they have completed at

least two full years of work in a college or

university of recognized standing with major

courses in science, and, in addition have

Service Zxam na ion - i—T.00riinun
Junior Forester,April 15, 1935.
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had at least two years of field experience in

teohnical forestry; or

o. any combination of the educational and ex-

perience described under (b) aggregating four

years, except that, in any event, at least

two years of college training described under

(b) must be shown.

3, Age

a, They must have reached their twenty-first

birthday but not their thirty-fifth birthday

on the date of the close of the receipt of

application.

4. Physical Ability

a, They must have such health and freedom from

physical defects as will enable them to meet

the physioal standard which the Commission

deems necessary to perform the duties of the

position. Persons selected for appointment

will be required to pass a physical examina-

tion given by a Federal medical officer.

Failure to pass such physical examination will

prevent appointment,

5# The Forest service is not open to women, because

of the type of work expected of those in the

servio

o grou nra,, Fores Servea, Informa on
R.garhng mployment on the National Forest," Misc.
0.170,
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0# Schools or Colleges in the West That Give Courses

in Forestry or Similar Subjects.

10 University of California, Berkeley, California

2* University of Idaho Moscow, Idaho

3 0 University of Montana, Missoula, Montara

4. University of Washington, Seattle, Washington

5. Oregon State College, Corvallis, Oregon

6 University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona

a. This university gives a very good course of

tady that will prepare one to enter the

competitive examinations for Junior Range

Examiner*

D. Common Causes of Failure in the Forest Service.

1. One of the most oommon causes of failure is the

inability of the young ranger to adjust himself

to the conditions with Which he is confronted.

Dislike of isolation out in the "sticks".

2. Inability to get along with the people in his

distriot because of their standards Which are

quite different from those to which he is ac-

customed.

3# Poor planning and nagement of his district.

IV. Compensations

The Forest Service Sohedule
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Forest Supervisor ($2900-4400)
Assistant Forest Supervisor (2300-$3100)

Logging Engineer	 Chief Lumberman
($3200-48400	 0600-$3100)

Associate Forester
($3200-$3700)	 Associate Range Examiner

(s320043700)
Assistant Forester	 Assistant Range Examiner

	($2800.43100)	 ($28,00-3100)
Junior Forester	 Junior Range Examiner

	($200042500)	 ($2000-$2500)
Forest Ranger	 Forest Clerk

	(0182042500)	 ($180042500)
Field Assistant 	 Forest Guard

The last two groups are employed only in times when

the regular men cannot do all the work 0 The pay

for this type of work is by the hour or day; 50

cents per hour is the minimum.

B. Pensions 1

1. Each federal employee under civil service has

three and one-half par cent of his pay deducted

for retirement. This is used to create an an-

nuity for the employee when he reachet retire-

ment age: 80-65, depending upon the work in

which he is engaged.

The Federal Government will pay ae a retirement

$30 per year for each year of service not -ex-

(seeding 30 years.

3, If the sum of the employee's annuity and the

government contribution does not give a yearly

pension equal to $lecto, the government will add

e a on o reera. Jmpoyees 9 	e o s of
Computing Annuities and other Essential Information

gard to Retirement Mt of May 29, l93O3t
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the Utterance to make the yearly income that

• amount *

4. Higher paid officers may receive a retirement

income equal to three-fourths of their regular

salary*

Health Insurance

1 After five years of service if an employee is

unable to continue his work due to disease or

injury not in the line of duty he will receive

an income of $50 per year for each year of

service in addition to a return from his annuity.

D. Workmen's Compensation

1* If injured in line of duty he receives compensa-

tion equal to 66 2/5% of his monthly pay, with

$116.66 set as the maximum and $5'3.33 set as

the minimum.

2. All medical and hospital expenses will be paid

by the government.

B. Burial

I. The federal government. will pay burial expenses

up to 0200.

V. Individual or Special Requirements

A. Mental

1. Ability to do college work and then enter into

competitive examination for a position*

Only the student that ranks well up in the class
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should be enoouraged to select forestry as a

voeation.

Bo Physical

1. Only those with a strong body and in good

physical condition should enter this occupation.

2. Hardship and long hours of work are pirt of the

regular day's job.

VI. Types of Tests that Should Help to Determine if the

Student is Qualified for This Work

A. Intelligence

1* Should be given student to determine if he is

capable of doing college work.

B. Teacher's Class Reports

1. Students can be classified by the classroom

teacher in relation to the subjects he is inter-

ested in,

Interest Test

1. Used to determine interests for various fields.

2. Considerable work is being carried on in devel-

oping the usefulness of these tests.

VII. Methods of Securing a Position

A* Keep posted an examinations that are given by the

Civil service Commission.

B. A federal Law requires that a citizen of the State

in which a vacancy occurs shall have preference

over anyone from outside of that State. So try
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your own State You will have a better dhanee!

C. Apply at lumber companies that are doing forestry

work on their own holdings.

D. Many States have established forest servies

branches which carry on this type of wort—in

California, New York, Washington, eto.

E. Contact your regional office. For Arizona, it is

located at Albuquerque, New Mexico.

VIII. Supply and Demand

A. Arizona

1* In Arizona, there are about 120 men employed in

forestry and about the same number in range

management, and other branches of the Service.

2. Speoial emergency work carried on by the C.C.0.

and E.R.A. afford employment for many, as each

project in the National Forest has a Junior

Forester in charge of operations there.

Z. In 1930 there were 885 gainfully employed workers

in forestry in Arizona. 30 were out of work and

unable to get work; 20 were doing part time work

in forestry.1

B. UnIted. States

All western college classes in forestry have,

shown a deoided increase in enrollment in the

last four years, approximately 3 000 in 1930.



2. There are over 2300 .0.0. eamps in the United

States at the present time.

3. A000rdIng to the 1930 census, over aoo 000 per-
sons were employed in work produoing forest

products.

O. According to a supervisor of one of Arizona's

National Forests, approximately 1050 were examined

in April 1935 for Junior Porester. About 70%

passed and were placed on the eligible list, most

of whom have been employed in '7qmergency work.

IX. Prospects of a Future in Forestry

A. Forestry is one of the voaations that we may safely

classify as a hopeful field at the present time.'

1. The people of the United States have only

recently awakened to the fact that our forests

were fast becoming a thing of the past. Today

we find both federal and state governments en-

gaged in many different activities of conserva-

tion of our forests and grazing lands.

2. The small number of unemployed in the United

States is due to the tremendous amount of work

that the Federal Government is (tarrying on in

the forests. 0.0.0. work and various other

emergency projeots require men with forestry

Pitkin	 ., OW	 00

Sim;n and Schuster, w
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trainiug to do supervisory work 0 is stated be-

fore, each 0.C.C. camp has at least one junior

Fore ter attached.

Besides forestry proper there are many other

activities, such as research, soil erosion,

tree - surgery, etc., closely connected with it.

44 Another advantage of the Forest Service work is

the fact that if you do your assigned work ef-

ficiently you are sure of having - a Job. The

risk of unemployment due to industrial or

political changes is eliminated to a large extent.

t. In addition to the National Forest Service,

there ar4, many lumber companies and large landed

estates which employ foresters to conserve and

protect their trees, advise in regard to cutting

and conservation, and attend to matters of "tree

surgery," or the problems dealing with tree

pests of all kinds.'

6-0, As to whether the future continues to be as bright

as it is now, much depends upon the policy of

our future administrations. But it is hard to

believe that anything other than continued

development will take place in this vocatibn.

Vccaticns, Houghton. Mifflin
0 Pi
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Imivon t d *Metallurgical Engineering,"

TROTION OF MINERAIa

MINING ENGINEER

Types of Mining Engineering and Nature of the Work

A. Mining engineers may be divided into three classes

or groups: mining, m tallurgical, and petroleum.

These are the special lines that they prepare for

in training, but besides these main fields they

ust have a general knowledge of engineering for

they may be called on to build roads, construct

water systems, all kinds of miae buildings, and

besides carry on administrative work.

1 The Mining Engineer1

a. He must have a knowledge of minerals and be

able to judge the merits of a prospeot.

be He must be able to figure estimates as to

grades of ore and costs of materials.

o. He must have a general knowledge of all

general engineering problems.

4. He must know and successfully use methods of

mining ores in the most economioal manner.

Metallurgical Engineer 2

at Must have a deep liking for chemistry and



ph lea,

bq st possess the knack of handling men.

e. Must know how to economically extract metal
or metals from ores, as by smelting, reducing,

refining, or alloying.

3. Petroleum Engineer i

a The problems of the petroleum engineer in-

volve mechanical and geological engineering,

physics and chemistry.

He must be able to work with men of low

intelligencefor many oil workers are of this

class.

c. He must be able to organize a field so that

the greatest recovery is possible.

d. It will be neoessary to have knowledge of

oil and gas transmission and refining.

II. Working Conditions Surrounding Those Engaged in This

Kind of Work.

A. Health and Aoiside t

1. The ining industry is not a healthy ind stry.

Smoke, gas * poison chemicals all tend to injure

the miner's health

Underground work is classed as a dangerous pur-

suit by insurance companies. Mining aceidents

soc a on o g Mare t op. ci _i7W---fson
P«, Metallurgical Engineering s -u Ch. urv.



are frequent, but rarely involve the engineer.

#s is forced to live in oamps where unhealthy

living conditions prevail

D. Ansociates

1 Mining operations are carried on in many oases

where low moral standards prevail.

The majority of men under the enRin r will be

f a very law class of people.

3. He is forced to leave his family behind many

times due to isolated work.

Chance for Advancement

1. There is no limit to the chances for advancemant.

Each engineer must prove his worth ta hold his

position.

2. If he is able he will find backing and s me day

may be his awn boss.

3. man mast weigh his decisions, for often a most

important decision will rest upon his wor&

D. Season and Hours of Work

/* Mining is an ocoupation that feels the effects

of an industrial depression at the very begin-

ning of the deoline

inins is also subject to booms; then, a...ter a

short ime, the ore ay play out, together with

ba. Strikes also are prevalent where large

bers are employed*
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III. Preparation

A. General Educational Requirements

1* Must be a graduate of 8 recognized college or

university giving a course in mining*

2. The mining engineer usually majors in geology

for his undergraduate work, securing his A.B.

degree in that department, but carries also con-

siderable work in mechanical and electrical

engineering courses. The degree of M.E. or

Mining Engineer is not earned until one or two

years of graduate study have been devoted to

the speoial courses that relate to the technique

of mining and metallurgy.

3. A course in Mining Engineering is generally

recognised as one of the most difficult offered

on any campus, as it usually is the most rigidly

prescribed.

4. High school subjeots that will be of particular

value in preparation

a. Chemistry, physics

b. Economies, geography, civics

co Algebra, geometry, trigonometry

d . Bookkeeping and aceounting

0. Mechanical drawing

fsInglish

B. Regulations and Technical Requirements

1. Special courses required in college



a* Good working knowledge of higher mathematics

b Physics

o. Strength of materials

d. Hydraulios„ thermodynamics

e. Surveying

f, Ore dressing

g. Mineralogy, geology, petrology

h* First aid work

i* Assaying

J. Metallurgy

2. Some colleges of the west with mining schools

of good standing

a. University of Arizona Tuoson, Ariz.

b. Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Colo.

o. University of Washington, Seattle, Wash*

d. Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.

e. Montana State School of yines, Butte, Montana

3. Common Deficiencies of Present Engineers

a* Many cannot keep a high moral standard.

b. They are often influenced when large sums of

money are involved. Once they give false ad-

vice their hope of success in the future

is gone.

. Many are not properly trained, having only

practical experience and lacking teohnioal

training*
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IL Engineering Oempensation

A. Mining Engineers are, in comparison with other

engineers, well paid men.

1. The young engineer, after leaving college, will

probably have to start in as a rodman, transit-

man, or draftsman and will receive from $85.00

to $100.00 per month.

2. In normal times few capable mining engineer

graduates of recognized colleges will have to

accept less than 0.25.00 per month on their

first jobs.1

3. Unless a salary of 050.00 to '300000 per month

is received within five years after graduation,

there is reason to believe the mining engineer

hasn't taken fall advantage of his opportuni-

ties or is not showing the proper attitude

toward the work.2

4. Heads of engineering or geological staffs and

the superintendents of mines, mills, or smelters

receive from 0000 to 0000 a year or mort.3

5. Managers of very large operation may receive

$15,000 to 20,000 per year.4

V •  I ividual or Special Requirements

At.. Mental

"Mining

.3* Ibia*
4*

••n••n•••••n•n••n••11.

o Eng ne	 „	 ut•er, G.
Oh. VII.
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10 An aspirant to this profession should stand well

above the average of the population at large,

and ahould rank well above the average of high

,school students?

2* He must have an analytical, investigative turn

of mind.

3. He must be resourceful and have a strong leaning

toward mechanical and scientific subjects.

4 Be must have a high moral standard.

5. The examining engineer who reports upon pros-

pects of mines has a tremendous responsibility

which cannot be shirked.

B. Physical

1. Must have good health, above the average.

2. Must be able to withstand hardships and lack

of conveniences. The prospective mining

engineer should possess the hardihood of the

trail blaser or the pioneer.

VI. Types of Tests that Should Help to Determine Whether

or Not a Student is ;Zualified for This Work

A. Self-analysis

1 0 .4ach student should try to analyse himself as to

his qualifications and traits in relation to

what will be expected of a mining engineer.
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B. Intelligence Tests

1. Must have an intelligence rating which is in the

upper one-half of his high school class.

C. Special 3ub3eot Examinations

1* By taking an examination in the subjects that

underlie an engineering education: mathematics,

physics, chemistry and the like s one can advise

a young man on the selection of engineering for

a vocation. He should not try to become an en-

gineer unless he ranks well up in these subjeets?

D. Mechanical Aptitude Teats

1. Mechanical aptitude is a trait that is required

to be a successful engineer.

2. Kitson states that there are no tests at the

present time that can be classed above "doubt-

ful" as far as reliable results are concerned.

3. Most of these tests are little more than a type
2of intelligence teat.

VII. Means of Getting a Position

L. Many large companies select a number of men each

year who have their instructor's recommendation*

B. many young men go out into the field, get a job as a

rodman or draftsman and then, after proving their

worth, work up to a responsible position.



0* Placement bureaus of the mining schools are often

able to place nearly all of their graduates.

Summer work in the field will often give a young

man contacts that may serve as an avenue of approach

for a job after graduation.

E* Professional associations often aid the young

member to find a location.

VIII. Supply and Demand

A. Arizona

1. Dean Butler of the School of Mines, University of

Arizona, stated that he oould place all the

graduates from the school of mines from the Uni-

versity of Arizona. The salary would range from

$126.00 to $140.00.

2. In 1929 there were eight large copper mines Oper-

ating in Arizona, employing 2,964 earning 44,326,-

430 and produced products valued at 02„745 917.1

3. Total gainfully employed in mining in 1930 were

17,566 and an additional 1 0 207 were working

part time0 2

4. The search for precious metals has increased the

need for mining engineers in Arizona by twofold

in the last five years.

B. United States

ana	 ook,
4 United ates Census, 19 0, "Unemployment," Vol.
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1. The number of freshmen in American mining schools

has increased from 1,105 in 1922-1933 to 1,583

in 1934 ,4935, a 44 per cent increase)

The total student body in mining schools has

increased 22 per cent in 1924 over 1933.2

In regard to withdrawals in college it has been

found that for each 100 students entering, 62

complete the first year, and only 42 finish the

second year creditably. Only 37i per cent that

enter graduate .3

IX. Prospects of Mining Engineering as a Profession

A. Dean Butler, University of Arizona, believes that

mining engineering holds the greatest future of any

of the engineering professions.

B. Of all the professions that are over-crowded, min-

ing engineering probably ranks first. The field is

limited and opportunity IA sma11.4

C. Large mining oompanies will necessarily have to

Mrs electrical and mechanical engineers, and if

they are to continue in mining it seems reasonable

that they will also continue to engage mining

engineers. The search for minerals and metals will

never cease. Manufacturing and industries of all

per	 eg s ra ton	 rung and Me
lurgical Schools, Meeting of A I.M.E., Feb. 1935.1

a WIT.
4, WiTin, Walter, New Careers for Youth, simon and Sohus ter,

1934, pe 102,
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kinds will come and go, but like the broo'cr, mines

and mining must go on forever0 1

D-. "In general, it may be Said that for the most part

mining engineering is an assembling of rather

elementary operations of the other branches of

engineering." With the growth of largo mine own-

ing corporations which have been inclined ta pool

their engineering operations, the field for the

mining engineer has tended greatly to decrease. 2

g There has been a steady improvement in the employe-

ment of the graduates of our mining sohoois for at

least the past three gears. Of those who graduated

in 1932 at least fifty par cent obtained positions

upon eraduation or went to graduate sohools. Of the

class of 193$, eighty per cent were employed or

in graduate schools about six months after gradua-

tion. The figures for the class of 1954 report

that 86.4 per cent were employed or in graduate

sohools. For Canada the reports show that all of

last years graduates are employed or in graduate

schools 93
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MAIUNAO RIN &ND MEOROTIOAL INDUSTRIBS

PRINTER

Classes of Printexs and Nature of their Work

A Printers- may be divided into at least six classes:

compositor, pressman, linotype operator, monotype

keyboard operator, or monotype easter-operator.

each has so e part in the reproduction of reading

matter by means of the printing press.

1. Oompeaitor

a. Must be able to set type rapidly and accur-

ately.

b.. Must be able to chock and count errors in

type before going to press.

c Should know of the various kinds of type used

and their different uses.

4. Must know about classes of paper and kinds

2. Pros=

s. Must have knowledge of type settIng.

b. Must be able to keep presses in good maim:-

Leal condition.

Must be fast and efficient with grims.

a. Linotype Operator, Monotype Keyboard Operator,

Monotype Oaster Operator.

Must have good knowledge of nglish grammar.



Must be accurate. Mistakes in this work re-

quire a great amount of work to correct.

Must be able to take care of his machine,

oil, repair and adjust as needed.

II. Worki ng Conditions Surrounding Those 3ngaged in This

d of Work

A. Health and Aceidents

1. Working conlitions not too good. Many print shops

do not have proper ventilation or good lighting

and often are not kept as clean as might be.

Danger of eye strain and nervous tension due to

confining work.

2 • Accidents are relatively few in this vocation.

3. Illness paouliar to the trade. The printing

trades rank fourth as the most d-ingerous from

lead poisoning 237 printers out of 1000 die of

tuberculosis

B. Associates

1 The lower grades rank as semi-skilled and skilled

workers.

A young person will find many older men in the

shops They hams learned the trade from experience.

AS on goes higher in his work to become foreman

wner„ he correspondingly attains a higher

1 •st nding,

for 441vaneelnen



1. At the present time very few promotions are

given. But the one that can make himself better

than his fellow-workers will manage to get ahead.

L. A worker can advance to foreman of the shop or

if progressive, can some day own a shop of his

own. In the case of the newspaper he may work

toward becoming the editor or owner.

D. Season and Hours of Work

1, Printing is a very stable industry. The work is

not classified as seasonal.

2. The present Union regulations call for a 40

hour week.

III. Preparation

• General Educational Requirements

1. The boy going into this industry must have at

least a high school education to be accepted.

Of course some are employea to do ordinary

laborer's work, but they oannot hope to advance

to a much higher position and they do not need

a high school education.

2. Courses in school that will help one in prepar-

ing for this work

a. English grammar, composition, and journalis

b. Economies and. civics

c Penmanship and spelling

d. Typewriting and printshop work:
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B. Regulations and Technical Requirements

1. atate Lams

a. There are 22 -) special state laws in Arizona

regulating the printer.

2* Labor Union (Die International Typographical

Dnion)

a* Regulations

1) Mutt be 16 years of age

2) Must have a high school education to become

an apprentiee.

5) Requires five years of apprenticeship.

4) Removal because of

a) Incompetency

b) Insubordination

e) Drunkenness

5) Union Dues Required

a) About $6.70 per month. divided as

follows: to the International, 04.68;

to Central Trades Council 24; to

State Federation of Labor 10; and for

the upkeep of the local anion $1.67.

Q. Common Deficiencies of Present 4okra

1. Lack of education. Many cannot advance or receive

better pay because they lack the fundamentals of

English grammar which are needed in the oorree-

tion and reoonstruction of copy.
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IV. Remuneration

A. Union

1 Appren ice's salary sat by foreman usually 0,2

to 0.5 per week, the first year. The third year

he *receives one-half of a Jourwyman's wages,

the faarth year five-eighths, and on the present

settle the fifth year he will receive 44.(1) per

week for a 40 hour week.

Qther remuneration under the Union

a Old ago penelon

b. Printers' home n Colorado Springs

e. *500 for burial expenses for eaoh member in

good standing at time of death.

B. Ron-union Shope

1 Salaries vary„ Imlay not as high as union shops

an4 aro allowed to beoame a printer in a sherter

period of preparation.

Go Average income of all engaged in that work

1. The average for all wage earners in the printing

trades in 1923 was approximately 01626 per year

and for foremen, proof readers, editors, mana-

gers, etc. it was $2200 per year.1

V. Individual or spe ial Requirements

A* Rental

14 Must be	 tally a



2. Must have a normal intelligence level.

B. Must show Carefulness in his work*

4. Must have sense of balance and proportion for

laying out work.

BO Physical

1. Should have good eyesight.

2. Should have manipulative skill or ability.

T1. Types of Tests That Should Help to Determine if a

Student is Qualified for This Work.'

A* General intelligence tests

1. The present belief is that each occupation re-

quires a certain intelligence level for one to

be successful

B. Teachers' tests in classwork

1* Teachers' reports of olasswork and attitude are

very helpful.

G. Aptitude testa

1. These are to test if the person has the capacity

for developing skill and ability needed in this

vociation.

Means of Getting a Position

Union

1. Apply at Union office. Secure information

through the local secretary,

171710n=tSTEir77"10, 10- 21*-424	 II 4

Book 0o., New	 k
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B. Other Means

1. Work in print shops as a helper till an opening

comes for an apprenticeship.

VIII. Supply and Demand

A. Arizona has 918 classified printers, of which 165

ara women. Of this same number Arizona has some 46

persons who are out of work and who are able and

looking for work. In addition to this there were

21 who were doing part time work and couldn't get

regular full time , ork. 1

B. Unions

1. Membership in Arizona is approximately 4(.0;

Phoenix 120, Tucson 65 0 of which the union see-

retary estimates 89% are employed at the present

time.

O. In the United States we have 2,300 daily papers,

12,000 weekly papers, and some 20,450 job and other

printing establishments which employ 291,059 people

classified as printers.

4. Prospects of Printing as a Trade

A. At the present time we find this occupation ever-

flowing, as are most all other occupations.

1. If a young, intelligent, alert boy or girl wants

to go in an ork for a number of years, he will

be able to learn the trade and be in a position   

0 4 ptzt 1117-   SUS it * nemp 
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to advance into a better position when conditions

improve*

E. He should realise before he enters this field

that it is a long way to the top and that many

firms will go broke and he may be one of many

to lose bis job.

3, Walter Bo Pitkin in his New Careers for Youth,

1934, lists job printing as one of the safe

bets for the small independent. He states that

"oertain kinds of trade and industry
will always prosper on a small scale and
under independent ownership and manage-
ment. Job printing is one of these for
it is an enterprise that renders chiefly
services calling,for high skill and
quick delivery." i

FUMES
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BUILDING TRADES

CARPENTER AND MASON

Classes of Workers and Nature of Their Work

£0 Carpenters

1. The *arpenter installs and fits into places

the woodwork on buildings of all kinds. He

works directly from plans furnished by the

architect, or drawn by himself.

Carpenter's helper

a. His work is to carry lumber, do rough car-

pentry work, and assist the oarpenter.

B. Bricklayer and Stonemason

1. He lays the stone or bricks on mortar and builds

up the walls on a foundation in perfect hori-

zontal as well as perfect vertical lines.

2. Helpers

a Usually workers learning the trade

Ii. Working Conditions Surrounding Those Engaged in his

Occupation.

A. Health and Accident

1* The work is outside s, and comparatively clean

material is handled. Considered a very health-

ful oectupat ono

The work is not particularly dangerous if

reasonable care is taken. The work is done
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almost entirely with hand tools of which the

worker is the absolute master. 1

3x. The average life of masons and br cklayers is
256 years.

B. Chances for 4dvancement

1. Carpenters and masons may advance to foremen

or to superintendents over oertain construction

36Us.

2. Most all contractors begin their careers as

carpenters or masons.

C. Seasons and Hours of Work

1. These trades are seasonal. In the southwest

summer time finds a definite decline in work

available in the section. In other regions

the reverse is true.

2. The general hours are five to eight-hour days

and one four-hour day, but on the W.P.k. pro-

jects, the standards are set at thirty hours

per week,

3. Very little night work Is done in these occu-

pations*

4. Rain often causes oarpenters and masons to lose

time from their work.

III	 e ration

a o nson, annin—Wir-EF—lre.
Book Co., N.	 p. 79*

Hullo	 No. 207, Series 11, U. S. Dept. of Labor.
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A. General Educational Requirements

10 Must be able to do general mathematics and

understand technical instructions.

High school subjects of particalar value.

a. Shop, woodwork, metal work

b. English

c. Economics, civics

d. General mathematics, geometry

e. Mechanical drawing

f Bookkeeping

B. Regulations and Technical Requirements

1. Labor Union Regulations

a. Beginners must serve four years as an ap-

prentice carpenter before they are admitted

as journeymen workers.

b. At the end of the uptOMmitiee period three

carpenters on the ExaminIng Board test the

candidate for proficiency in his ork.

O. The union dues in the Tucson local are

0440 per month*

d. Men not in the union may ork on temporary

permits. These permits cost ono dollar per

day.

2. Technical Training

a Many work as helpers for several years and

when they become prof /Giant enough to do
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the work required, they beoome Journeymen.

Some attend trade schools for technical

education.

3. Common deficiencies of present workers

a Lack of general eduoation.

b. Laok of natural ability to do the work.

e. Lack of proper teohnical training.

rv, Compensations
A Union

1 Carpenter Moroman reoeives 4.00 per day more

than Journeymen carpenters.

2. Journeymen carpenters receive 4.00 per hour.

3. Apprentice carpenters receive $.60 per hour the

first year and 76 cents afterwards, until they

become Journeymen.

4. Carpenter s helpers receive 50 cents per hour.

5. Masons receive 4,25 per hour.

B. Industrial Compensation

1 All workmen are protected under the Arizona

Workmen's Compensation plan.

Average Income of Those Engaged in This Kind of

Work.

I Very w oarpenters or masons a rage over ten

months of work during a year.

2, Mims vary aocording to the locality and the

size of the oity Carpenters in large cities
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receive a higher wage than those in less

populated districts.

V. Individual or Special Requirements

A. Personal

1. Must be congenial with co-workers.

2. Must be alert and mechanically minded.

30 Must have a sense of precision and balance.

B. Physical

1. Must be healthy and physically fit to do tile

work. Must be of average strength*

2. Must have use of both hands and legs.

3. Must have good eyesight.

VI. Types of Tests that Should Help to Determine if a

Student is Q,ualified

414 Mechanical Test l

"Characteristics “easured by the meohan-
ioal tests are different from those measured
by mental tests, However, they do not justify
the belief of many teachers that pupils who
are unsuccessful in academic subjects possess
the ability required for success in mechanical
subjects. Lack of abstract intelligence
should not be interpreted as evidence of the
possession of mechanical intelligence."

B. Sawa Reports

1. Interest and proficiency in woodwork, mechanical

drawing and other courses where the student is

required to construct should serve as a guide

Yson a	 e auver, es a on p of e telligenc
Quotient and Scores on Meohanioal Tests with Success
in Industrial Subjects," 'Vøoational
PebTuary, 1929*
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VII* Means of Getting Position

Union

Register with the Union and start in as an

apprentice workman,

2. Work as a oarpenter's helper until some knowledge

is gained in the work.

B. Other Mears

1. Work as a carpenter's he/per, study the problems

the carpenter has to solve. After a few years

the helper may get work as a carpenter.

2. Attend trade schools part time while learning

the trade.

VIII. Supply and Demand

A. In the United States

1. In 1930 there were well over 3,000,000 men en-

gaged in the bailding trades. 929,426 of these

were listed as carpenters and 170,903 as masons

or bricklayers.1

In 1930 only 236,284 had regular permanent em-

plo,ent in the building trades.2

5. In 1930 it was estimated that there were 100,000

Carpenter apprentiees in training.

4. The demand for skilled workers exceeds the sup.

PlY in the Southwest. This Ls beoause of the
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many government projeote in construction at the

present, time.

B. In Arizona

1* In 1930 there were 8,082 workers in the build-

ing trades; b„673 were classified as carpen-

ters, 446 as brick and stone masons 0
1

L. Of this number 1,102 were unemployed and could

not find work*

3. Tucson, Yuma and Phoenix Union officials state

that all men in the Union that wish regular

work are employed. (June 1936)

IX. Masonry and Carpentry as a Future Trade

A. In 1934 the federal government passed the at tom.

• Rousing Act in order to help people improve their

homes and to assist them in buying new ones. The

• government sets up a Mortgage Insurance Fund which

is used to insure the mortgages given by the home

owners to the banks. This has created a very

decided increase in oonstruotion of homes and

there is every indioation that this building and

improvement program will •continue for some time.

This should afford employment for carpenters and

masons for some time to come.

B. The number of men training for carpentry and masonry

at the present time seems to be at a very low ebb.

Bus
	 U. 5. Bur	 en use
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Meat all carpenters and masons employed on present

day construction are over thirty-five years of age.

04 The trend is away from the use of wood for construc-

tion. steel is taking the place of wood in all

types of construction* For example, the window

• frames and casements of most all new buildings are

of steel. They come already hung and framed. There-

fore, there is little work for the carpenter to do.

D. The improvement of attitude on the part of the pub-

lic toward all types of skilled workers is a mat-

ter young people should think of in selecting a

career. Workers in these trades enjoy good social

standing in most communities. 1

E. Walter B. Pitkin states as follows, 2

"With the impending revolution in
housing, the industry will for some time
operate on a mass production basis, with
pre-fabricated houses the rule. Then
farewell to all carpenters, masons, brick-
layers, plasterers, lathers, plumbers and
painters, and all the other Sons of
Yesterday."

Per a Young person who enjoys constructing and

building things and can do them well, there is no

doubt ,,, good future in the building trades. The

Small number training now should enable him to enjoy

a position in an oocupation that is not overcrowded.

G. When better times return the public will start
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building and oonstructing. The buildin trades

should be the first to blnefit by another period

of prosrerity.1
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AVIATION

Classes of Work Connected with Aviation

A% Classes Named and Brief of Each Covering Duties,

Teohnioal Training, Special Requirements, Experi-

ence Needed, Working Conditions,, Salaries, Promo-

tions, and Employment Possibilities?

1. Transport Pilot

a. Supervises the operation of plane in flight.

Has full responsibility of plane, passengers

and cargo.

Must have complete	ter Pilot, Ground and

Flying Courses.

o. Must have Scheduled Air Transport rating,

and third ()lass Radio license.

d. Must have a good history as a pilot and at

least 1200 hours oo-uilot experience.

e. Working hours will average about three to

four per day.

f. Salary will average about 400 per month.

Base pay is 4150 to 4260 monthly with mileage

pay in addition.

g•May get promotion to Chief Pilot, Field
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Manager or Superintendent of Operations.

h, The development of air transport business

at the present offers some hopes for em-

ployment.

2, Co-pilot or Mate

a Assists regular pilot in operation of plane,

handles radio measages and on SOM6 lines

acts as steward,

b. Training, requirements * working conditions,

and opportunitiee are abeut the sane as for

pilot.

e. Receives from 0125 to 4260 per month with

traveling allowance,

d. May be promoted to Pilot or Chief ilot.

8. Sales Pilot

a. Demonstrates and sells airplanes.

b. Must have sales ability and a pleasing per-

sonality.

c. Must have a oompleta Master Pilot course and

general flying experienoe.

d. Xxpanding air traffic„ private, oommeroial,

and governmental * makes this a position with

a future.

4. Test Pilot

a, Tests new and rebuilt planes

b. Must have Aeronautical 3ngineer's training
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and. oomplete Master Pilot's training.

e. Must be familiar with all types of planes

and motors 4

do Working conditions are irregular, and, pay

is acoording to ability of individual.

• Chances for employment are extremely limited.

• Apprentice Mechanic

a. Servicing maintenanoe, and repair of modern

aireraf te under supervis ion.

b. Must have shop experienoe, and. a master

mechanic course.

O. Salary is from $100 to 4150 per month for

eight to nine hours of work per day.

d. Many chanoes for promotion to a Licensed

Mechanic or Chief Mechanic. With the increase

in planes.„ opportunities for work should.

increase.

6. Airplane and Engine Mechanics

a. Servicing maintenance, and repair of modern

airorafte and. engines.

b. One year experience for airplane mechanics

and t o years for engine mechanics are

required.

0 1 salary is from $1.50 to 42C0 monthly for

eight to nine hours of work per day for

six days per week..
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e. Increased interest in aeronautics should

bring more opportunities in this field.

7* Radio Operator

a* Must be radio technician expert.

b. Must have Aeronautical Radio License, and

have had several years experience.

0. Apprentices receive 0100 to $125 per month;

regular operators, 0.25 to 000 per month*

8* Aeronautioal Engineer

a. Does detail and major designing of air-

crafts and airports.

b. Should have both piloting and mechanic's

experienoe and training*

o. The field is limited because there are few

manufacturing companies.

d. Salary of 000 per month with chances for

advancement to Chief Engineer.

9. Air Hostess

a, She must serve refreshments, supply reading

and writing material and maps to the passen-

gers. She must point out places of interest,

relating history of each. She mast adjust

ventilators, regulate the heat and look

T. ilens, 	ne,  Iréers  or Women, Houghton ifflin
Co., Boston, 1934.
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after the passengers in generale

b. She flies five days each week and never more

than two days in suocession.

0 She must learn a brief history of her com-

pan/, and schedules of its incoming and out-

going planes. She must learn the technical

names of the major parts of a plane and other

aeronautical terms.

d There is practically no opportunity for ad-

vancement as there is only one chief hostess

In each company. There is no permanency in

the job as the hostess has to retire after

she reaches the age of twenty-seven.

Beginning salary is $75 per month. Later

she receives 0110 per month regardless of

her term of service, The company pays all her

bills while away from her home port.

To be eonsidered she must have the following

qualifications:

1) Must be between twenty-one and twenty-

seven years old.

2) Must not weigh more than 115 pounds.

3) Must not be taller than five feet five

inches.
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4) Must be attractive and have a pleasing

personality.

5) Should have a good education; a degree

will help to secure a position.

g. Supply and demand

1) There are more than a thousand applica-

tions for each position. Eastern Air

Transport, employing only twelve hostesses,

has had more than fifteen thousand ap-

Plicants for these positions.

10. United States Army Flying Oadet i

a 4ualificat1ons

1) Must be unmarried

2) Must be over twenty and under twenty-seven.

3) Applicant must present a certificate from

a recognised college showing he has com-

pleted ons-half or more of the units neces-

sary for graduation; or pass an examina-

tion which is equivalent thereof.

b. Applicant must be of a sound physique and in

excellent health.

The course of instruction requires one year,

eight months at a primary field. Here the

cadet has 168 hours of flying and instruction

eral	arma
Primary Plying Sc :

a quar rs„ The Air orps
andolph Field, Texas, 1934.
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in airplane engines, navigation, machine guns,

and other academic subjects. The remaining

four months of work is given at the advanced

school with special training given in com-

bat principles and approximately 132 hours

in the air.

d. The base pay of a Flying Cadet s	 per

month with uniform furnished.

e. Upon graduation from the air oorps training

center, Flying Cadets are assigned to a

taotioal organization for a period of one

year. At the end of this period they must

serve one year as a second lieutenant s Air

Corps Reserve, on aotive duty. This makes a

total of three years of service.

f Appointments are filled according to a prior-

ity list published by the War Department.

II. Workin Conditions Surrounding Those Engaged in This

Work

A. Health and Ace dent

1. In 1928 the total number of acoidents was eighty-

seven s or one for every 249 482 miles flown. In

1930 t ere were ninety-eight aocidents, or one

for eVery 810,588 miles flown. Total fatalities

for these two years respectively show a decline

from twenty-one to sixteen.
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2. All new planes are being constructed with

additional safety features.

III. Preparation

A. Educational Requirements

1* For anointment as a Flying Oadet of the Air

Corps, a college education is almost es. , entia

2. SOMe private flying schools set high school

graduation as a requirement.

3. High school sublects of partioular value.

a Algebra * geometry, trigonometry

b. History, °ivies

o. English

d. General scienee, physies

e. Economics, geography

f. Typewriting

B. Colleges or Schools Catstanding in this Field.1

1. Stanford University, Stanford, California

2. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cam-

bridge, Mass.

3. California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,

Calif.

4. University of Washington, Seattle, Washington

5. School of Aeronautics, New York University,

New York City.
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C. Private Commercial Training Schools

1. Boeing School of Aeronautics, Oakland, Calif.

2. Air-Tech School, San Diego, Calif.

B. Ryon School of Aviation, San Diego, Calif.

4. Many small schools give instruction to prepare

one far private flying licenses.

D. Common Deficiencies of Present Workers

1. Failure to observe the rules given them during

training.

Carelessness

3. Leek of education

IV. Individual or Special Requirements

4. Mental

1. Must be alert, intelligent and able to think

quickly*

2. Must be able to meet any dangers or emergencies

which might confront him

B Physical

I. Must be of superior Physical condition.

E. Must not have a weak heart.

3. Must have use of hands and feet.

4* Must have excellent eyesight.

V. Types of Tests that Should Help to Determine if a

Student is Qualified for This Work

A. Army

1. A series of physioal tests are given applioants
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and records are made of his reactions to each

test

B. Aptitude Tests

I. A series of tests to determine mechanical ability

would prove of value in this field.

VI. Rearm of Getting a Position

A. Apply to companies in the field after one has his

license.

B. Schools ranking high in their field are often able

to place their graduates.

O. Make oon aets with those already in the field,

D Apply for government service.

VII. Supply and Demand

A. On July 1, 1931, the United States Department of

Commerce reported that there were forty-two com-

panies engaged in transportation of mail, passen-

gers, and express in the United States. The com-

panies operated seventy-three mail, ninety-eight

passenger, and sixty-eight express routes, and their

planes were flying about 140,000 miles every twenty-

four hours.

B. The report for 193b shows that there has been only

a small increase in number of companies and routes,

but the average of miles flown every twenty-four

s exceeded 225,000a

The United States Oensua0 1930,1ists 6,097 persons
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having aviation as an occupation in the United

States.

D. The Boeing School of Aviation does not guarantee

positions to its graduates, but its plaoement bureau

is in active touch with the aviation industry,

aiding many of its graduates to find positions in

subsidiaries of United Aircraft and Transport

Corporation and other companies* This is also

true of other aviation schools of high rank.

B. Mny pilots consider the field overcrowded, poorly

paid, and limited as a future vooation.1

VIII. Prospects of Aviation as a Vocation

L. Aviation is a new industry, and might even be said

to be still in its infancy.

B. The Adjustment Service of New York City reporte

overcrowding in all branches of the industry.

C. The career of a pilot tends to beoome more and more

automatic and mechanically controlled by radio.

The day of the daring spectacular pilot will soon

be a thing of the past.

D. Several leaders in the industry recently stated

that they saw few opportunities of any kind in the

immediate future. "And," they continued, "nobody

can predict very far ahead the possibilities of

aviation. The industry is too new and changing

too rapidly."'

4" Pi	 Akt_11_0,*
	 *,
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Craw	 atdalement 224.11/0 9 p. 29,5.

E. The best chances for aviation rest with the devel-

opment of the low-cost plane industry)

P. In any field as new as aviation it is difficult to

describe the vocational opportunities. Every month

brings many new changes. There are some oppor-

tunities today for mechanics and pilots of unusual

skill.2

Q. The past years have witnessed a gratifying growth

and development in commercial and governmental

aviation, and with it persons properly trained and

qualified have secured good positions. The fact

that the aircraft industry is in a stage of rapid

development makes entrance into this field very

attractive. However, just as in other businesses

and professions, the same degree of care must be

exercised in choosing the occupation best fitted

to one's ability.
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GROCERY 3TOR1 ALESMAN

I. Classes of Grocery Store Work

A. Carry-out boys or "Punks"...They put the customer's

purchases in boxes and bags and take them out to

oars.

B. Stockboys...Their work is to keep the shelves

stooked, learn where articles are looated, and the

price of each.

C. Clerks sell merchandise at retail directly to the

public.

D. Assistant Managers ...They usually serve as clerks

and do the °ashler work in the store.

B. Managers.•.They have the responsibility of keeping

their stores stocked with supplies from the whole-

saler. They also help as clerks or cashiers when

there is a rush.

F. Large establishments have buyers, who handle all

purchasing of stock for their store.

H. Working Conditions Surrounding Those Engaged in This

Work

A. Health and Acoident

I. The work is quite healthful, but some ,, orkers

suffer from nervous strain daring the busy

seasons or fro standing long hours each day.

2. Many stores in the Southwest have cooling aye-
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toms which make work more comfortable in the

summer.

B. Chances for Advancement

1 Promotions are very slow in this line. It is

easy to start in this field but very hard to

get any place in it

2. Clerks may become managers and then they often

secure jobs with wholesalers as traveling

salesmen.

3. In lere organizations the best managers are

selected to become district buyers or managers.

0 Seasons and Hours of flork

1 On Saturdays and during the Christmas holiday

season the work is almost doubled.

During July and August there is a decided let-

down in business., Many clerks are "let oft"

for the summer.

The regular hours of work are from 8 A.M. to

? P.M. five days a week, and from 8 A.M. to

11 P.M. on Saturday with one hour off for lunch.

4. Many times workers must retu n after .hours at

night to help arrange stock and display goods.

IlL Preparation

eral Educational Requirements

1.A high school education is the minimum required

for salesmen in most stores.



2. Must be able to do simple arithmetic rap dly.

3. High sOhool subjects of particular value are:

4. Arithmetic and general mathematics

b, English

c. Penmanahio and spelling

4. Economics, civics

e. Bookkeeping, typing

f. Art

B. Common Deficiencies of Present Workers 1

1. Lack of ability to present merchandise to the

customer in an effective way.

2. Lack of education.

5, Lack of care in personal appearance.

4. 14*0k of courtesy and consideration given to

customers.

rv. Compensations
A. Salaries of Various Grades of Grocery Store orkers

1. "Pmnks" receive from 10 to 15 per week.

2. Stock clerks $15 to $18 per week.

3. Clerks 420 to 430 per weak.

4 Assistant managers 25 to 435 per week.

6. Managers receive 40 to 440 per week. Several

large chain stores pay managers a base pay of

$25 per week and a 6 to 10 per cent commission
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on the net income of the store.

6 . Buyers for large stores reeve $50 to $75

per week.

General Managers and Superintendents in large

organizations often receive as high as 47,000

per year.

B. Pensions

10 Some large organizations have pension systems.

Very few small stores do anything about it.

C. Industrial Compensation

1* All workers in Arizona are covered by Arizona

Industrial Compensation -.

D. Average Income of Those engaged in This Work

1. The salesperson in a retail store will average

from $20 to $40 per week2

2. The average for clerks quoted by a number of

grocery store managers in southern Arizona was

$20 to $25 per week.

Vo Individual or Special Requirements

A. Perscnal2

lo Must be clean, well groomed and present a

business—like appearance.

2. Must have a pleasing personal
	

at ive

tact, and good :adgment.
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Must be alert * genuinely courteous to customers,

willing to serve, and possess persistence,

patience, and friendliness.

B. Physician

1. Should have good health, eyeeiht, hearing and

teeth.

2. Should be tall rather than short.

3. Should possess robust constitution for the work

requires long hours of standing on one's feet.

VI...Means of Getting a Position

A. Personal Applications

le Make application to store managers for beginning

positions.

Advertisements

le Watch the papers for advertisements for salesmen.

2 Run a want advertisement in the local paper for

a job

O. Written Appl ations

1. Apply by letter to Superintendents if they are

located in another city.

VII* SuppIF and Demand

A. In the United States2

1 * In 1930 there were 1,988,332 salespersons in

ye	 Little and Robinson, op. cit , . p. 114.
Fifteenth Census of the United States, United States

Burson of 0 nsus, 1930.
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stores. Of this number 1,445 3686 were men and

542,646 were women.

There was a total increase of 860 , 000 sales-

persons in stores in the last ten years.

The number of persDne engaged in the trade

group of occupatioLs was listed at 6,000,000

in 1930. Of this number 1,700,000 were retail

dealers operating their own stores.

In Arizona

1. The 1950 Census liats 1,050 persons employed

as olerks in tores ,1

The Census classifies 4,675 persons as sales-
2

men.

5. The average store has about a fifty per oent

turnover in employees each year.

4. Stores contacted had lists of from ten to

twenty-five applicants for positions. Men8

on these lists were not qualified or fit to

fill any type of a position in a grocery stores

III. Prospecta of Clerking in a Grocery store as an

Occupation.

A. The work in better positions is varied, interesting,

and stimulating because of the different types of

customers one must deal •ith during a darts work.

ensue o
	 ni.	 S. Bureau of

Census. 1930.
Ibid.
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B. The training one receives while working in a store

should give him the experience needed to become a

traveling salesman, or specialty salesman. In

this work there is a much better future.

O. Young men and women with high 8011001 and business

training whose courses are designed to prepare for

retailing will have no difficulty in rising, pro-

vided that they art willing to start at the bottom?

D. Over one-third of those engaged in selling things

are selling things which they own, or in which they

have a certain amount of money invested. They

probably worked for someone else at first, saved

enough money to make a start and then set up in busi-

ness for themselves. There is a fascination about

being one's own boss and also a chance that the ven-

ture will prove successful and grow into a large

business 2.

If you are a born salesman, or are greatly attract-

ed to retailing for other reasons, get a first-class

training before seeking a job. Oollege training is

desirable and in some stores is required of all but

ordinary sales jobs.5

Because this vocation is an easy one in which to get

a job, many young people get work in stores because



of necessity and continue to work there even though

they are a are that there is very little future for

them in this occupation.

G. As a warning, be careful of selecting this work as

a life's vocation unless you have p.ufficient train-

ing to make advanoement possible.
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TRADE

SERVICE STATION aTTENDANT

Classes of Service Station Jobs and the Work of Each

• "Flies"---Boys fill these jobs while learning

in some stations. They fill tires, clean wind-

shields, fill radiators and clean up around the

station,

B. Salesmen.---They meet the public, take care of gas

and oil °heck batteries, do greasing and answer

iruestions.

C. Station Manager. -He has charge of the station

and supervises the salesmen. Also checks receipts

with the superintendent. He does the same work as

the salesmen except that he does less car greasing.

iI Working Conditions Surrounding Those Engaged in This

Work

A. Health and Aceident

1 The work is rather dirty , but most of it is out

in the open. Very few aeoidents. May be

classified as a safe occupation.

B. Chances for Advancement

l Salesmen are promoted to station ma g- rs as

soon as they prove they are efficient and able

sale men. Promotions are made acoording to

seniority when there are openings.
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D* Seasons and Hours of Work

l* The winter season brings about 35 to 40 per cent

more business than the summer seasons in Southern

Arizona.

2* The standard week is 48 hours under the govern-

mental plan that the oil oompanies work under.

* Preparation

A. Educational Requirements

The requirement is at least a high school edu-

cation, and nearly all employees have some col-

lege training.

2* High school subjects of particular value

a, English

b. Mathematios

c. Bookkeeping

d, Oral English

e. General science

f* Geography

B, Regulations and Technioal Requirements

1* Training schools are operated by several of

the large oil com,canies. When a person is given

a job be must go te this training school for

tea to fifteen days training* Nearly all train-

ing stations for Arizona are looated in Phoenix.

a* The student learns the accounting form used

by the company', the service procedure, and
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methods of lubrication. At the end of the

training period the student is examined by

the training school instructor. A passing

grad* must be made to get a job.

2 Unions

a. Standard Stations, Inc., employees have an

employees association which meets with the

divisional superintendent in San Francisco

each year to work out problems of the

employee.

Qualifications required

a. Àge.---VarY few are ever employed in the cam-

pany stations under twenty-one years of age.

Many independent stations employ those of

less age, but there is less °hence for pro-

motion he e.

b. Little or no previous experience is required

by those applying

Common Deficiencies of Present Workers

procrastination heads the list given by many

atation managers, The men put off doing their

work till a later date until it is in such a

condition that they have to be spoken to, and

this brings a black mark against them. A few

cases of lack of courtesy have caused dismissal.

pensation



1* Salaries

a, *Flunkies" reoeive about 40-$1e per week.

b * Saleamen start at salaries ranging from

476 to $6,5 per month*

o* After about one year most salesmen are in

position that bring thom around ir' 41 100 per

month*

d. Station managers receive from 412 ,E4175

per month depending upon the location of

their stations. in addition they receive a

raise if their stations do a certain amount

of additional business for one year.

e. Standard statione pay each attendant a

**omission on the gross reoeipts of the

station* For example, * cent per gallon of

gas sold Is riven as a commissian to the

attendants of that statian. All commissione

are equally divided among the employees of

that statian.

g o pensions

a. Standar& 3tations, Inc., have an annuity old

ape pension plan to *lob each employee is

required to contribute 4 per Gent of his

inaome The oompany contributes a like

amount* The retirement age is sixty yoars.

b* Salvers' other large companies have similar
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pension plans.

3. Health insurance

a. employees reoeive 50 per cent of their regu-

lar salary for 26 weeks after one year's

service. This is for sickness or injury off

duty*

4. Industrial compensation

a. All employees are covered by Arizona Work-

men's Compensation.

5, Average income of those engaged in this kind of

work.

a. The average of those employed in one large

system of stations in Arizona was plemed at

$100 per month by a superintendent of the

company. In Yuma the average of gas station

employees eh eked was about 090 monthly.

V. Individual or Speoial Requirements

A, Must be of good health and of average size and

wei to,

B. Must be able to Ueet the public and be a good

salesman.

SAO be able to make friends so that patrons will

return there for servies.

VI. Types of Teets that Should Help Itermine

Student is qualified for This Work

A. Trade tests have been ve1ope to a point where



they show a definite correlation between occupations

and resulting soores of the test,3, Trade tests,

and aptitude testa both oould be used to aid the

guidance teaoher0 1

VI Means of Getting a Position

A. Where to Apply

10 Men for company stations are employed by the

district superintendent, He makes his selection

on referenoes, personal history, and personal

opinion of applicant's abilities,

2. In smaller stations apply to the owner, If

neoessary take a job on condition that if yot

make good you are to receive a better wage,

3. Natoli for openings and try to pick a station

that has a good locati n.

VIII Supply and Demand

A.. Arizona

10 The 15th ensus of the United States li ts

2,310 gainfully employed in auto agencies and

filling stations while 57 were working part time

and 131 were out of work and couldn't find work,

It also lists 2 0 0E1 gainfully employed persons

in garages and greasing stations ith 99 em-

ployed part time and 95 out of work and nable
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to find work.

2. In the city of Yuma there are about 26 service

stations employing about 45 men. Over 70 per

sent are owned and operated by private owners

who generally do not employ much outside help.

3. One large company operating a system of stations

in Arizona employs about 225 employees. The

number of new men added each year in Arizona was

estimated to be 25.

4. The supply of men available greatly exceeds

the demand.

IX Prospects or Future as a Service Station Salesman

A. In the small independent station one may safely

say the future is nil. The possibility of ownership

of a station may give some hopes, but the majority

of service station owners contacted wore not very

enthusiastic about their business.

The competition in this line makes it almost im-

possible for the small station to compete with the

larger ones that can offer the many conveniences

and services demanded by the publia today.

Several oil companies have organized selling units

or subsidiaries. Standard Oil of California, Shell

Oil Union Oil, Texaco, Conoco and others operate

sueh retail agencies. The best prospects for a boy

Who wants to go into this oocupation is with one of
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• these larger companies. The salary may not be

exeeptionally high, but they do offer health in-

suranoe and have a retirement plan set up for their

employees.

D. The future in this 000upation cannot be classed

as very hopeful. Unless one is willing to 	 into

an already overcrowded vocation, he had best look

elsewhere for employment.
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PtTBLIO SERVICE

POSTAL CLERK

Classes of Postal Clerks and Their Work

1
A. Classes Named

1. substitute positions

a. Substitutes work when there is too much work

for regular clerks to handle. Substitutes

are required to be available on short

notice, and their employment may consist of

only a few hours a day or week.

2 9 First grade to Fifth grade clerks.

a. Sort mail * distribute mail and do any other

duties in the office that the postmaster may

direct.

3. Special clerks- irst grade to Second grade

a. Randle postal savings, money orders and

registered mail.

In first olass post offices one may advance to

a supervisory position, i.e., Superintendent of

Malls, eta.

5. The highest position one may fill under Civil

Service in the postal department is A.ssistant

Postmaster.

1932* U. S. Post Office
ir.nt1FOffioe, Washington,



Bi Assocriates

1. The post office department personnel Is recog-

nized as of a higher level than that of the

average business concern.

C. Chanoes for Advancement

1. If vacancies exist or develop for clerks or

carriers, substitutes fill these vacancies.

But in most post offices at the present time,

enough have taken the examination and are on

the eligible list to fill any vacancies that

mi t occur within the next three years. The

'Zama Post Office has eight substitutes on its

list at present*

2. Once appointed a regular postal clerk or car-

rier, one may advance from First Grade to Fifth

grade, advancing one grade per year.

3. Advancing from Fifth class to Special clerk

one must be 98 per oent efficient and be able

to throw not less than eighteen cards per

minute aorreotly in the mail sorting test.

4. The positions of 3aperintendent of Mail, etc.,

are filled from the First class elerks. The

of flees are filled by seniority and score made

in Oivil Servioe tests. It is only in the

ger post offiees that these jobs are found.

The position of Assistant Postmaster is the



highest position one may a tain in a post o ice.

D. Seasons and Hours of Workl

1. The hours of work oonsist of five eight-hour

days and one four-hour day on saturday.

2 * Baoh =Playact after one year's service is

entitled to fifteen days vacation with pay.

5. For night work all regular employees in First

and Seoond class post offices shall be paid

extra at the rate of 10 per aent of their hourly

pay per day.

4, Christmas time always brings additional work,

but during the rest of the year the work is

fairly regular. In 7Uma there is a decided drop

in Umainess during the summer months.

II/. Preparation

A. General Edueational Requirements

1. One of the few positions under Givil Service

that one may qualify for without a college

education,

2. Acoording to postmasters reports it is almost

necessary for an applioant to have a high

sahool education to qualify.

3. High school subjects of partioular value.

a. Engliall

ons,	 S. Post OffiCe
es Printing Office, Washington,
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b. Penmanship and spelling

c. General mathematics

d. Civics

e. Social problems

f. Typing

g. Office practice

h. Geography

B. Regulations and Technical Requirements.

1. All clerks in first and second class post offices

must take a proficiency mail sorting test each

year. They must pass this test by a score of

at least 95 per cent,

E. To advance from fifth class work to special

clerk one ust average 98 per cent efficient and

be able to throw not less than eighteen cards

per minute correctly.

Postal employees may form unions, but they shall

net strike or take any unified action against

the United States.

4. Qualifications applicants must possess2

a. Oitizenship---They must be citizens of

United states.

• Age--..,They must have reached their eighteenth

bat not their forty-fifth birthday on the
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date of the close of receipt of applications.

Age limits de not apply to persons granted

preferenoe because of military or naval

service, except that such applicants must

not have reached the retirement age.

Physical abilitp---They must measure at

least E. feet, 4 inches. Male applicants

must weigh at least 125 pounds in ordinary

clothing, without overcoat or hat, and female

applicants 120 pounds. These eights must

be maintained at the time of examination and

appointment. Height and weight requirements

do not apply to persons entitled to prefer-

ence because of military or naval service.

applioants must have such health and freedom

from physioal defeats as will enable them to

meet the rigid physical standard which the

Department or the Commission deem neoessary -

to perform the duties of the position. Per-

sons selected for appointment will be re-

quired to pass a Physical examination given

by a. Federal medical officer. Failure to

pass such a Physical examination will pre-

vent appointment, except that with respect

to certain defects the requirements may be

wa ved in the case of honorably dis harged
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soldiers sailors, and marines who establish

disability preference.

d . Lpplioants must be filed long before the

aotual test is given. A definite closing

date is printed on each announcement sheet.

Non-patrons of a post office who wish to be

considered "looal eligibles' within the mean-

ing of the oertification paragraph, must

furnish with their applications evidence

showing that they reside nearer the office of

examination than the offloe through which

they receive their mail.

f. Photographe--Bach applicant will be re-

quired to submit to the examiner on the day

of the examination his photograph, taken with-

in two years, with his name written thereon,

and securely pasted in the sp ce provided on

the admission card sent to the applicant

after the application is filed. Group

photographs or proofs will not be acoepted.

Photographs will not be returned to the

applicants.

go Certification—I filling vacancies, certi-

fication will be made of local

that is, of bona fide patrons of the post

office for which the examination is announced,
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and of non-patrons who present with their

applications satisfactory evidence showing

that the office for which the examination is

announced is nearer their home than the of-

fice through which they reoeive their mail.

No person, ho ever, who lives within the city de-

livery zone of a first or seoond-olass post

office may be considered as local to any other

post offioe. Non-local eligibles will not

be considered for appointment unless the

register of local eligibles ie exhausted.

h. Fingerprint ----Fingerprints will be taken of

all persons appointed from the examination.

B. Causes for Removall

a Committing an offense involving moral turpi-

tude or tending to bring the service into

disrepute or disrespect

b. An employee may be removed when his removal

will promote the effioieney of the service.

0. The acoused must be notified in writing and

given eeseonable time to justify his aotions.

d. An appeal may be made to the Civil Serviee

Commission if dis Legal is unfair.

Common Deficiencies of Present Workers.

of education.
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Many postal workers claim that poor service is

often rendered because the post office does not

have enough employees to handle the work.

IT. Compensation

114 Salaries '

1. The basic rate of pay for substitutes is 66

cents per hoar.

2. For regular employment the initial basic salary

for clerks in offices of the first and second

classes and carriers in the City Delivery

Service is $1,700 per annum.

3. Clerks in offices of first and second classes and

carriers in the City Delivery Service are

divided into five grades, the basic salaries of

Which are $1,700, $1,800, $1 900, $2,000 and

$2„100 per annum respectively, and will be pro-

moted sueeessively after one year's satisfactory

servioe in each grade, to the next higher grade

until the fifth grade is reached.

4w Special olerks -First class $2,200 and Seeond

class T12,300.

5. Under an act of Congress automatic promotions

in salary have been suspended, as a measure of

cconamy.

6. In post offices where the receipts are over

sa 	 an	 a ons 19:2
 

o t72. "i*
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$60 t000 par year they are classified as first

claim post offices and there are more chanoes

for advancement to supervisory positions draw-

ing a salary of '0,400 to $5,000.

7, The salary of each position above special clerks

increases with the receipts of the post offiee.

Assistant Post Masters in post offices where the

receipts are over $20 1000,000 reactive 04,800

to $4,900 per year.
1

Bo Pensions

10 Baoh federal employee ander Civil Servioe has

three and one-half per oent of his pay deducted

for retirement.

a. This is used to create an annuity for the

employee when he reaches retirement age;

60-65, depending upon the work in which he

is ngaged,

2. The Federal Government will pay as a retirement

$30 per year for each year of service not ex-

Gooding thirty years.

5. If the sum of the employee's annuity and the

government contribution does not give a yearly

pension equal to $1200„ the government will add

the difference to make the yearly income that

a	 on	 le	 amp	 , Met o s of
00mpnting Annuities and Other Essential Information
in Regard to Retirement Aot of May 29, 1930."
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amount

4, Higher paid officers may only receive a retir

ment income equal to three-fourths of their

regular salary.

00 Health Insurance

10 After five years of service if an employee is

unable to continue his work due to disease or

injury not in the line of duty, he will receive

an income of 00 per year for each year of

service in addition to a return from his annuity.

2, For each year of full employment an employee

is allowed ten days siek leave with pay.

D. Workmen's Compensation

10 If injured in line of duty an employee receives

compensation equal to 66 4/3 per cent of his

monthly pay, with $116.66 set as the maximum

and 058,33 set as the minimum.

2. All medical and hospital expenses will be paid

by the government.

Burial

a* The federal government will pay burial ex-

penses up to 0000

B. Average Income of Those'Engaged in This Kind of

Work

1* The average Income of employees in the Dis et
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of Oolumbia as of October 1928 was ,t1,821.86. 1

Many interviewed in the Postal 3ervice felt

that salary raises were very slow.

3. Others stated that as a general group most all

clerks were receiving the salary of the lowest

grade olerk.

V. Individual or Special Requirements

A. Mental

1. A person must have a fair degree of intelli-

gence to be able to do the problems in routing

and sorting mail. The civil service tests have

problems concerning each which one taking the

test will have to solveo

Bo Physic , '

10 (Fully covered under Regulations and Teohnical

Requirementso)

VI. Types of Tests that Should Help to Determine if a

Student is Qualified for this Work

A. intelligence test scores will give a general clue

as to whether the student can pass the routing and

sorting tests

Bo A student must have at least average grades in

school to make a high score an the oivil service

examination to be plaoed on the eli ible list.

Personne Program for Pe ra Civil
Service,'" House Document IT . 77Z, 71st Congress,
3rt Session, ps 265.



VII. Means of Getting a Position

A. The Civil Servioe Commission sends out from time

to time notioes of examinations to be given, These

notices are posted in each post of floe and about

one month is allowed for an applicant to get in his

applioation blank.

B. These blanks may be secured from the postmaster or

ene he has designated as civil service clerk.

C. After the application has been filled out and sent

in, each person qualified to take the examination

will be notified to appear at the local examining

room for his examination.

D. Alter the examinatian has been taken and passed,

all one can do is wait to be called for substitute

work.

VIII. Supply and Demand

A. In Arizona

1, The United States Census for 1930 lists 730

gainfully employed workers in the postal

servioe.

2. Of this number, 2 0e were women.

3. A000rding to reports of /bale and Tucson post-

masters, enough applied to take the last exam

ination to fill the existing vacancies twenty

4 . There are few unemployed, for new examinations
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are not given antil vacancies occur.

I PrOspects of Postal 3ervict Work as a Vocation

.4, Government work as a rule pays the beginner bet-

ter than o t private work.1

B. Government work is sore. One knows that his

employer's business will not fail and leave him

without a ob .2

O. Civil Serviee is organized on a non-politioal basis.

The changes of administration do not affect one a

job.

MI. The boy entering at the bottom as a clerk may in

most cases successively rise to higher positions

in his department. Those looking qualifications

for advancement may, on acquiring them as they go,

usually take examinations for higher posts. 3

B. The working eonditions of the postal employee have

not always been ideal. Poor working conditions

exist even today in many of the smaller post

offices.4

The conditions existing in the department several

administrations back were deplorable. Men were

demoted dismissed, penalized, frequently for

trivial reasons or because of personal prejudices
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on the part of superiors. Little opportunity was

given the employee for self expression. The

privilege of appeal was allowed but minor officials,

handling the appeal, confirmed the particular post

office's ruling.1

G. Walter Pitkin states as follows in regard to civil

service employment . 2

"Not today but before long there will be
a round million opportunities to work
for the public. With each passing month,
taxpayers grow wearier of incompetence
and orookedness among their officials
and lesser servants. standards for
every public service from the humblest
to the highest are being raised. Here
is your chance. But you must seize it.
Nobody will toss it into your mouth
hot and buttered."

R. Some of the disadvantages of Civil Service are:

promotions to higher grades are very slow, a man is

never his own master, must always await orders from

go one higher up, the incentive for strenuous

effort is rather small, and the worker may lose am-

bition and initiative and become a mere oog in a

great machine.3

IoAdvantges of Civil Service ara permanence of

position during good behavior after one has passed

the probationary period. The pay is increased

Al#	 savismalow4-10

partment," Po:
PPa 130-1617-

2 Pitkin, o. cit.
3* Proctor, 0 * 0 to

Jan. 1928,
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fairly regularly up to a comfortable level. The

hours are Short, vacations are assured, and pro-

visions are made for retiring allowances. Pro-

motions, though slow , are relatively sure. 1
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PROFESSIONAL

SCHOOL TEACHER

I. Classes of Teachers and Nature of Their Work

A. Classes Named and Brief of Eaoh

1 Kindergarten teacher's work is socializing the

child. before he starts his regular work in the

first grade.

. The primary teacher's work includes the first

and second grades, she continues the work of

socialization and at the same time she starts

the children in the basic subjects,

3. Elementary teachers have charge of the grades

below high school. In larger schools each

teacher has only one class. If the school

operates on a departmental basis, each teacher

will teach only one or two subjeets.

4. Secondary teachers have trained in special

subjects and instruct in the junior high and

senior high schools.

6. College instruotore are expected to be speeial-

ists in their own lines, and most of them in the

standard colleges hallo a Doctor's degree in the

line of their special subject.

II. Working Conditions surrounding Those Engaged. in This

0Coupation.
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A. Health and Aceident

14 This profession is one of the healthiest of

any of the professions.

2. Accidents are at the very minimum.

B Chanoes for Advancement.

1. Elementary.

a. The teacher in the grades may advance in her

work to a supervisor, then to an adminis-

trator or director over all of this work.

b* She may advance into secondary education if

she is qualified.

2. Secondary.

a May become head of the department in which

he or she teaches.

May get administrator's credentials and

become a prinoipal or supervisor.

College Inetruotors

a. May become heads of their d.epartments, or

deems in their colleges.

b. College presidents. are generally selected.

from the most outstanding heads of depart-

ments in a college

Seasons and Hours of Work

L. The teacher works from September to June with

three months vaoation„ usually without pay.

2. The average time that a teacher has to be at
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school is from 6: 30 A. M. to 4:00 P. M. This

is not all the time a teacher spends an school

work, for she must correct papers„ prepare

lessons and gather outside material for her

classes.

III. Preparation

A. General Educational Requirements

1. High school subjects of particular value

a. English

b. Economics

0. Gener , 1 science, biology, chemistry

d. Mathematics

e 0 Typewriting

f. Languages (Latin or $ ish)

g. Physical education

h. Extra-curricular activities

BA Regulations and Technical Requirements

1. Regulations in the State of Arisonal

a. Kindergarten-Primary

1) Graduation from a four year kinder-

garten-primary course of an accredited

college.

2) Shall include a major of thirty units in

education, psychology, and kindergarten--
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primary courses.

:elementary

1) Graduation from a four-year course in an

accredited teacher training institution

authorized to train elementary teachers.

2) Shall have a major of twenty-four units

In education and psychology, including

eight units of practice teaching, four of

Which must be in the elementary grades.

c. Secondary

1) rust have a bachelor's degree from an

accredited college or university authorized

to train teachers.

2) Must have oompleted thirty units of gradu-

ate work acceptable toward an advanced

degree at the University of Arizona or

other accredited schools.

5) Must have a major (twenty-four units) aand

a minor (fifteen units) in subjects

usually taught in high schools or a major

in a non-high school field and two minors

in subjects usually taught in high school.

4 Mast have twenty-four units in education.

) Courses in general psychologya eduoa-

tional psychology; educational measure-

ments; aims . 	 an practices

of secondary education; and the
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philosophy or history of education.

d. Special certificates

1) Granted for teachers in special fields.

2) Must have graduated from a four year

course at an accredited school.

3) Must have completed thirty units in this

special field.

4) Must have completed eighteen units in

education.

2. College instruotors l

a. Usually seleoted from among the most premis-

ing graduate students.

b. Selection is made on their scholarship,

teaching ability, skill in research, and

probability of social servioe.

c. A Doctor of Philosophy degree is now almost

an absolute necessity before one can hope for

advancement in a college position.

3. Colleges and universities outstanding in the

field of education.

a Blementary

1) Arizona State Teachers College, Tempe,

Arizona

2) Arizona State Teachers College, Flagstaff,
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Arizona

20 University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona

4) University of California at Los Angeles,

Westwood, California.

5) Other colleges of recognized standing.

b. Secondary

1) University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona

2) Stanford University, Stanford, California

3) University of California, Berkeley,

California.

4) University of Southern California, Los

Angeles, California

5) Teachers College, Columbia University,

New York City

6) University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

7) Other recognized schools giving graduate

work.

OO Common Deficiencies of Present Workers

1. Lack of proper training.

2. Lack of patienoe with students.

5. Poor personality, inability to command. respect

of students.

4. Unfriendly attitude toward. pupils and teachers.

5. Failure to maintain high sooial, moral an

othioal standards.

D. Causes of Removal
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1. Ineffioient teaching

2. Polities

3. Marriage

4. Indiscrete conduot

IV. Compensations

A. Salaries

1. elementary teacher

a. In one room rural sehools, they receive aver-

age salaries of 0755.00 per year, and there

are 170,000 such teaohers.
1

b. In eonsolidated rural schools, they receive

an average of 01000 per year.
1

o. In villages and cities with population of

2,500 and over, they reoeive an average of

01150.1

d. In cities over 100,000 inhabitants, the ele-

mentary teacher averages about 01800 per

year.1

e. The average salary of the elementary teacher

in Arizona for 1934 was $1,321.36,2

f. The average salary of elementary teachers

in Yuma County for 1934 was $1,234.55. 2

g. The maximum salary in Arizona for 1934 was

01,620.00 and the minimum mas 000.00. 2

	_264 0	 t P
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2, Secondary teachers

a. Salaries of rural high school teachers for

1928 were $800 to $1500.1

b. Teachers in cities of 2,000 to 5,000 popu-

lation received from $1000 to $2000, and in

cities of 5,000 to 100,000 population the

salaries were from $1200 to $2500.1

The National Educational Association Research

Bulletin for May 1931 gives 1,876 as the

average for senior high school teachers in

cities of 10,000 to 30,000 population.

4. The average for men in Arizona for 1934 was

$1„907,27. The average for women was

$1,680. The average for all high school

teachers in Arizona was $1,764.24 in 1934. 2

34 Only one-half of the 800,000 public school

teachers receive salaries of $1200 or over per

year. 3

4* College Teachers4

a. instructors / salaries average $1500 to $250o.

b. Assistant Professors' average $1800 to $3600.

c. Associate Professors' average $2500 to 45000.

d. Professors / salaries average $3000 to $7,500.

5. Administra t I'S

!	oc or  0	 tilg

2. 12th Biennial 	 o
3, 'bid*
4 * Proctor, opoit. p. 326.
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• Z1eiientary principals receive average salaries

fro $1350 in rural schools to 0,500 in

large cities .

b. sigh school principals receive from 31500

in rural communities to $5,000 in larger

cities.

B. Pens ions

1. Many states bave well organised pension systems,

the teachers contributing a certain per cent of

their salaries toward building up an annuity.

Arizona doss not have an organized system, Be-

fore they are pensioned they must be sixty years

of age, must have taught thirty years, the last

fifteen years in Arizona. Each teacher is to

receive $50 ler month the rest of his life. The

malcYlcaPPINEVriated by the state Legislature

ea0h sesSion.

V. Individual or Special Reg i 0 0

A Persona1 4'

1 Must have the ability to cooperate.

2* Must have tact * good humor and self control

3* Must be diligent and honest.

4 . Must possess patience and a •ymptbetio attitude

toward the oh ildss problems*
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6. Must have ability to maintain classroom dis-

cipline and command the respect of the pupils.,

64 Must possess high ideals.

70 Must be able to impart information.

B. Physical

1. Must have good health.

2. Must not have any outstanding deformities or

nervous habits.

3. ,Aust have good eyesight and hearing.

4. Must have a good voioe and plain diction,

VI. Types of Tests that Should Help to Determine if a

Student is Qualified for this Work.

A. The prospective teacher should have the ability to

do good class work as a student.

B. Several aptitude tests have been worked out for

teachers. The Bhghe's Aiating Seale was devised to

rate individual capacities, attitudes, and inter-

ests.

0. The results of the Army - Alpha tests show that high

school and college teachers ranked next to the

highest of the forty-one occupations tested.

VII. Means of Getting a Positon)

A. Applications by the Individual Teachers

1. This method secured positions for over sixty

110 ntmen o Thaohera.
. 17. U. . Department of the Interior,. 0 fie , of

Education.
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per cent of the new teachers employs(' in the

year 1929-y1930*

2* This is one of the most common methods used in

all parts of the United States.

Bo Placement Bureaus of Higher Institutions

1 This method secured about twenty per cent of

the positions filled by new teachers in 1929-

laso,
Private Teaches s Agencies

1. This method secured about twelve per cent of the

positions filled by new teachers in 192S-1930.

D0 Other Methods

1 State appointment bureaus,

2. State Teachers' Association bureaus.

Z. Visits of administrators to institutions of

higher learning.

4. Lists from higher institutiona  of candidates

available*

b. City teacher training schools.

In the final seleotion, in more than ninety-one

per cent of he systems, new teachers art either

nominated or appointed by the superintendent. As

the size of the school decreases, the part taken

by the board of education 4n the selection of new

teaohers tends to increase,

1II1. Supply and Demand
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A. United States

1. The 1930 Census clas ifies 1,044 016 persons in

the United States as teachers.

2. Of these 800,000 are public school teachers. 1

3. In 1929 there were over 250 000 students in

normal sohools and teacher training colleges

preparing to be teachers.

B. Arizona2

10 There were 1,316 elementary school teachers and

776 high sehool teachers in Arizona in 1934.

2. In Yuma Gounty there were sixty-nine elementary

and twenty-seven high school teachers.

3. There, were 159 new swoondary teachers employed

in Arizona in 1934-1935, Of this number fifty-

five had less than one year's teaching experi

e	

-

2suce

 Prospects of Teaching as a Vocation

A. The teacher occupies a position of respect and is

privileged to contribute to the social and spiritual

development of the eommunity.

B. It is interesting to observe that "Who's Who in

America" lists among the nationally prominent more

persons engaged in teaching than in any other

vocation.
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O. The salary. of a teacher is usually smaller than

could be demanded in another vocation with the

same amount of training. But the position of

influence which the to her attains and the contri-

button which he makes to social progress help to

offset the smaller financial return)

D. The teacher of the future will necessarily have a

better education than the teacher of the past.

Most all states now require one full year of gradu-

ate work before they will grant a secondary cer-

tificate. Elementary teachers mast be graduates of

a four-year course in any acaredited teacher-train-

ing institution to secure their eertifioates.

Ig• Walter atkin states, 2

"In FebrUary 1933 the supply of teachers
was large enough to meet the needs of the ele-
mentary sehool system for the next ten years.

"The oversuPPlY is particularly acute
in New York City, Massachusetts, California,
Washington, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and
Wisconsin. Today the field is glutted with
the inoompetent. in 1930-31 twenty per cent
of our public school teachers had less than
two years preparation beyond the completion
of a standard high school.

"There is need for able teachers. But
they will have their troubles finding jobs.
There is still too mach petty politics in
winning appointments. Do not let this deter
you if you are a "born" teacher and you are
willing to take a chance of unemployment
for several years after you leave school."
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$401 all graduates with'good records from Arizona

. 'Teas:her Training Sehools have been placed during

• the last few years.

0. The subjects that will be of more increasing it-

portanoe are: social science subjects, practical

psychology guidance work, and geography of North

America.1
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NURSING

I. Classes of Nurses and Nature of Their Work

A* PriVate Dut.-the nurse goes into the home or has

only one patient.

B. Public Health--80h001, county health units,

visiting nurse, etc.

0. Institutional, Public Health, Hospital or Salk-

itarium.

1. Private and public hospitals.

2. U. S. Indian Serviee.

5. U. S. Veteran Bureau nurses.

4, The Army Nurse Gorps.

5. Navy Nurse Gorps.

6. The U.S. Public Health Serviee.

D* Office NUrses--iin doctors' arid dentiststoffices.

2 0 Practical Nurses- --they have not had recognized

training* Will not be employed by institutions

of standing.

II* Working Gouditions Surround ing Those Engaged in This

Oconpation

A. Health and Accident

1. The mast rigid care must be exercised in taking

Protaati ,c Prsoautions against the many types

of diseases that they have to deal with.

2. It is an occupation that is hard on those of a

frail oonstitution--long hours on their feet
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tend to cause breakdowns and inability to work.

B. Associates

1. Contacts are made with all kinds of people both

of standing and those of a lower level. It is

up to the nurse to make friends with the de-

sirable people she meets.

O. Chances for Advatoement.

1. If she continues in college work and gets a

degree she can advance to instructress or be a

superintendent of nurses. From this she may ad-

vance to a superintendent of a hospital.

2. In government service regular periods of salary

advance is three years.

D. •Time and Hours of Work.'

I. Private Duty

a. Subject to call at any time at the following

rates:

8 hours-45 .00 12 hours'46 .00 20 hours--

7.O0

b. Hourly nursing-41.00 for the first hoar and

fifty cents thereafter. (average)

2. Public Service

a. Regular hours-42 hour week average

3. Institutional

a	 s
1 V S. Department of Interior * Office of

0 	A.

tion.
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a. Regular hours of work--average 58 hours for

the week,

III. Preparation

L. General Eduoational Requirements.

10 pour years in high school.

20 Thirty-six months in training.

3. Eighteen years minimum age to start training.

4. Eigh school sub jacta of particular value.

a, Sciences

1) Chemistry, physics, biology, anatomy,

and hygiene.

b. Mathematics.

e. Penmanship and stalling

B. Regulations and Technical

1, Arizona State Laws 

quirements*A.4' 

a. Must be RO years of age to become licensed.

b. Thirty-six month course in an accredited

sohool and all Arizona sotools are accredited.

Must pass an examination on the following

subjeots with an average of 75% for all sub-

jects, no subject lower than 70%.

1) Anatomy and PhysiologYo

2) thies and History of Nursing.

3) Baoterlology and Hygiene.

4) dounicable Diseases.

re s	 zona a e Board of Nurse Exa n art,
1927,
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6) Pedratrics and Orthropedios.

6) Dietetics.

7) Surgical Narsing.

8) Matoria Medics.

9) Urinalysis.

10) Obstetric)* and Gynecology.

11) Medical Nursing*

d, Other Regulations.

1) Must pay $10 for license and 41 each

year to register. tntitled to usa R. N*

after their name after registered.

es Revoke of License.

1) Dishonest, theft, use of dope, intoxica-

tion on duty.

2) May appeal to Superior Court for trial,

O. •Common Deficiencies of Present Nurses

10 Spelling bad,

2. Lack of tact.

3. $alk too much.

4. Carelessness, indifferenoe.

B. In the profession only for the money.

6. Mediocre training in small, poorly-equipped

nursing training schools.

14 Nursing Training Sohool of Arizona*

1. Good Samaritan Hospital, Phoenix, Arisons

2, St. Joseph Hospital, Phoenix, Arizona
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3 St, Mary's Hospital, Tucson, Arizona

4 Sage Memorial Hospital, Ganado, Arizona.

a, Training for Indian students only.

E. Oosts

1. Costs 00 to 00-60 to enroll, t30 if student

furnishes own uniform; 00 if school furnishes it.

2. Board, room, and laundry is taken oars of by the

institution.

3. Text books are extra; must be paid for by the

student.

IV. Remuneration

A State Law

1. None

Bo Salaries of various classes.

1 Public health service $110-$150 per month.

2. Institutional Nurses-44041B° per month with

complete or partial intenanoe.

3. Private Duty--004160 per month.

a* In large cities nurses register and pay a

fee; then they are called by the Secietary

of the Association. The nurse must please

the doctor as ell as the patient if she

wants to be called again soon.

O. Average Income of Those Engaged .1

ry A.,	 ses	 ten  an Pocketbooks
Director, commfFt-iff—t	 rte 	oaiaWr-i;hools.



1, Private duty nurses medium salary has been

found to be about 1,297. Some earned as high

as 03 1 6000

Public health nurses medium has been found to

be about 41 1 685, with a range up to 46,000.

3, Institutional nurses earned a medium of 42,000

up to 09,200, including 4500 for maintenance.

4. Practical nurses work for about average of

to $3 per day. They serve in more or less the

capacity of housekeeper.

V, Individual or Special Requirements

A.. Mental,

l. Only students that like this type of work and

ones that are in the upper one-half of their

class should be encouraged to become nurses.

2,. A. year or so of college is a great help in pre-

paring for nursing. The Secretary of the State

Board of Nurse Examiners recommends all have

one year of advaneed work after high school

graduation before entering a nursing school.

Z. Students should be: alert, sympathetic, able to

anticipate needs, and be able to understand

human behavior.

4. Accuracy in taking and following directions is

of utmost importance and common sense and good

judgment are also essential. Adaptability, a
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pleasing personality, a cheerful disposition,

patience, neatness, and an interest in people

are great arts and assets. Tact is a nurs•'s

most valuable characteristic.1

B. Physical

1. Physical defects of any kind.

2. Strong body; belief is that a small body is best.

341 Must have excellent health.

4. Ability to stand a good part of each day with-

out tiring.

VI. Types of Tests That Should Help to Determine if a

Student is Qualified for This Work,

A. Intelligence.

1, Very few schools require intelligence tests but

they do require that the applicants be in the

upper half of their class.

B. Teachers' Reports.

1, One nursing school asks this question of the Dean

of the Student's School, "If you were siok, would

you want this girl to take care of you'?"

O. Âptttude Testa

1, Many nursing schools require students to pass an

aptitude test before accepting them ,2

o ey, ,:mme	 r	 s ug as a Pro ession.
Director of Vocational guidance. New Orleans, New
Orleans Vocational Informational Service Series #1.

"So You Want to be a Nurse," Nursing information Bureau
of the American Nurses' Association, New York, 1955.
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VII.Means of Getting a Position

A. gosPital or Institutional

10 Prove your worth while training. 4 good

recommendation is a great help.

2. Probably the greatest opportunity to get experi-

ence here. "Staff nurses" for more and more

institutions are employing graduate nurses to

nurse their patients.

Contacts can be made here for a gpod nurse so

she may find other work or promotion in this

field. Salaries for this type of work are about

*60 per month, maintenance provided.

Bo Special Duty work.

10 Register with nurses' organization of your city.

Wait for a call

2. When you get a chance, do good work; please

patient and doctor, and you will be called again.

0. xtens ion Work

Take courses that will qualify you for publie

health servioe.

D. Take advantage of your opportunities.

VIII.Supply and Demand

A. Arizona

1. There are 900 Ro N. in Arizona working.

2. Of the unemployed nurses in Arizona from 60 to

75% are private duty nurses.
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employed in Arizona in Veteran Service and

Indian Service. They have steady work and de

not compete for work with other nurses of the

State.

4. An estimate was given at 66 for the number of

nurses passing the State examination each year.

B. United States

1 , In 1920 there were only 149,128 trained nurses

employed in the United States but we find that

by 1930 the number has increased to 294,189, a

tremendous increase for a ten year period. Of

this number, only 5,452 were unemployed.1

2. The field of nursing is limited to women almost

entirely; it is a woman's occupation. Of the

294,189 nurses in 1930, 288,737 of them were

Walden 2.

3. There are about 25,000 nurses coming into the

profession each year. Of this number half will

not be eligible for the openings now vaoant.

The reason is poor preparation.3

IX. Prospects of Nursing as a Vocation

A. The committee on the grading of nursing schools

nsus per	 ,	 o4 P Yme	 Iri17-E7------

t Choose a Nursing School," Nursing Information
Bureau of the American Nurses' Association, New York
City, 1935.
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reeently found that 54% of nurses enter private

duty; 19% public health work; 23% instititutional

duty; and 4% other allied work. Private duty

nurses have been hit worse by unemployment than any

other group during the last four years.1

B. Urban communities are over-supplied with nurses.

There is more opportunity for nurses in rural areas

than in the cities.2

C. Nursing is changing rapidly from simple bedside

oare to a number of specialized fields such as

characterize any growing profession. The graduate

nurse should not turn to private duty work, for

there ara sufficient nurses in that field to take

care of the peak loads of sickness. But she should

turn to publie health work or psychiatric or mental

hygiene nursing. Other fields open are industrial

and Government nursing!

D* The Secretary of the Arizona State Board of Nurse

Examiners believes that the new fields such as

dieteties,	 techniolans, laboratory workers,

etc* offer the greatest field for the future nurse.

She also stresses the fact that nursing has only

room for the better class of nurse.

riegler, Frames, Dean of Nurses' Medical College of
Virginia Radio Address, "nursing as a Vooation."
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Z. Another great advantage of nursing training is the

value it will be to a girl if she marries ana has a

family*

F. "Nursing is taking its place among the pro-
fessions. It is playing an important role in
the work of the world. For these reasons we
say to you, 'If you really want to be a
nurse, prepare for your work carefully and
build on a firm foundation.' There will be
work for you to do that needs to be done." 1
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BARBER

I. Classes of Barbers and Nature of Their Work

A4 Barbering is a skilled trade which has strict regu-

lations for training. In Arizona the State Board

of Barbers' Examiners must pass on each applicant

before he may barber. The barber has only his

services to offer. He must build up a following

to be successful. Some become specialists in

certain divisions of the , ork as follove:

1. Hair specialists study the care of hair and

the diseases of the scalp.

2. Skin specialists become experts in treating

diseases and disorders of the skin.

3. Beauty parlor work includes marcelling, hair-

waving, and similar work.

II. Working Conditions Surrounding Those Engaged in This

Kind of Wort..

A. Health and Accident

10 Stomach trouble caused by irregular hours for

meals is a common ailment among barbers. When

customers come in he has to serve them regard-

less of the hour -. Many barters die of stomach

trouble.

Be Associates
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1. If his shop is attractive and. he renders a high

grade of service, the better class of people will

be attracted to his shop. Itis will give him

an opportunity to make friends and acquaintances

among them.

Changes for Advancement

1, Apprentice barber, journeyman, and manager are

the regular steps.

2. Most depends upon the prospective barber's abil-

ity to meet the public and do good work quickly.

D. Hours of Work

1. In Arizona the winter is the best season.

2. Shops open six days per week from 8 A.M. to

6 P.M. and on Saturdays from 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.

3. The Union does not set a regular number of hours

per week for workers.

III. Preparation

A. General Educational Requirements

I. Must be at least an eighth grade graduate.

2. Courses in school that will be of value are:

a. Chemistry

b. Physiology

c. Psychology

d. Anatomy

e. Englieh

%ions and Technical Requirements
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1State Lam

a* Must have eighth grade eduoetion.

b* Oan't be a user of narootios.

c. Must stand a medical examination before a

medleal board and obtain a health oertifieete

d* The Barber 	 mination is taken on:

1) Study of anatoto,y from shoulders up.
2) Bones, masoles„ and blood circulation.

Z) Ibility to reoognize diseases that a patron

might have.

4) Knowledge of sterilisation of equtpent.

5) bility to do this type of work.

2. Barber 3ohools

a. Most of these schools are located in Los

Angeles and san Diego, California. There has

been one Imitated in Phoenix at certain times.

b. All require students to have eiehth gra4e

edueation*

e* The average course lasts six mouths.

d* Tuition ranges from '111b,0-250 for the six

sonth term* The etudent gets a small oompen

sation as he erogr - s es. He starts at nothing

and after about two month-2 he charges for his

workS cents for shaves and 10 cents for

haircuts.
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es A number of barbers interviewed stated the

following: ''After you come out of a barbers°

college you go to Work in a shop and learn

the barber business."

3. Labor Unions

a. Regulations

1) Age limited to 16 years.

2) No educational requirements but a high

school education is given preference.

3) Must serve three years as an aporentice.

4) No set rules for removal.

5) Union dues in Arizona are $2.00 monthly

divided as fellows:

a) International, 751

b) State Federation of Labor, 201

c) Central Trades Union, 101

d) Local, 951

C. Common Deficiencies of Present Workers

1. Many fail to keep up their personal appearances.

2• Many ftil in not being able to meet the public

educationally.

5. Many fail to observe the workmanship of other

barbers and do net try to improve their methods.

IV. Remuneration
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A Won

1. Apprentice receives $1050-42.00 per day.

2, Journeyman Barbers have several plans of wages.

a, 60 per cent goes to the employee and 40

per cent goes to the employer.

b. Receives 25 per cent on first *37.50. Over

that amount the barber receives 60 per cent.

(This plan used in large shops).

e. $40 per week is about the average in Arizona.

3. Master or Managers in large shops, receive a

small per cent of all the other barbers' re-

ceipts.

4. Other Remunerations

a, Pensions, $10 par week for 16 weeks each year

for siok benzfit.

b. Union will pay for burial according to the

length of membership in the Union: 1 year,

$100; 3 years, $250; 15 years, $500.

Bom.-Union Shops

1. Apprenties may become a journeyman and receive

his wage after six months.

2. Apprentice receives from $5 to $7 per week.1

3, jcarnereen barbers receive IS to 640 per week. 2

C. Average Income of 411 Engaged in That Work
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1, Wages range from 43.50 to $8.00 per day.

45.00 is the approximate average of all engaged

in this work.'

2. e approximate average for Arizona in 1929-1930

was 040.00 per week.

a. The winter months in Arizona are the best at
Present with an approximate income to Union

barbers of 032.00 per week from September to

June, 1934-1935.

4. The aVerage for 193e in Yuma for Union barbers

in estimated at 430.00 per week.

5. The income of a barber depends a good deal upon

his personality and ability to good work fast.

Vo Individual or Special Requirements

A. Mental

1 Must have a pleasing personality.

2 . Should be able to converse intelligently with

the aVerage man,

So Physical

1. Must above all be healthy.

Z. Must be handy with equipment.

VI. Types of Tests That Should Help Determine 
if a Student

i8 Qualified for This Work

A. Mechanical tests

B. APtituas tests
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VII. Moans of Getting a Position

A. Union

1. Finish a barber school azio4 apply to Secretary

of the Barbers' Local in the town you wish to

work ta.

2* You will be placed on a waiting list and as

soon as some shop has an opening you will be

called, providing they are willing to take a

"green" barber.

B. Other rears

1 •  rinish barber school and then apply at shops

with a vacant chair for a trial.

2. Make friends with the owner and get him to

help you along at the start.

3. Bs willing to work for a small amount until

you get experience and can build_ up a group of

patrons of your own*

VIII. :Supply and Demand

A. Arizona

1* Union

a. There are about 400 union barbers in the

State and about 30 of them in Ymma.

2. Over the State there are about 8,5 per oent of

the union barbers steadily employed.

3* The Union le not taking in very many apprentice

barbers at the present time. Tina Union is fall.
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B i United States

1. In 1930 there was a total ol 374,290 barbers,

hairdressers and manicurists. of this number

261,096 were man and 113,194 were women. 
1

2. Barbering business was given a decided boost

when women started cutting their hair. As a

result great numbers of women have trained to

become barbers.

II* Prospects in the Barber Trade

A. There are good prospects for a man that is willing

to really learn his trade and try and study his

patrons*

Bo Bach person has a certain peculiar way he wants his

hair cut, his moustache trimmed, or his face

steamed. If the barber can do this as he wishes

each time, the patron will wait for him next time

he comes into the shop.

C. One who is not tiling to serve should never try

to be a barber. He mast please the patron, not

himself*

D. The care of momen t's hair has broadened the bar-

ber's field. He may become a specialist in this

line as well as carry on his regular men's trade.
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BEAUTY CULTURE

I. Description of Work and Working Conditions

A. Type of Workl

1. .A beauty operator does a variety of work, con-

sisting of shampooing, facial treatments,

marooning, permanent waving, finger and water

waving, scalp treatment, hair treatments, hair

tinting and care of the skin.

rv 5 as a 'ocat on, socupa ana st	 s
110 4 7 , Division of Trade and Industrial Education,
State Board of Education, Richmond, Virginia, 1933.
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B. Surroundings

1 Most all shops have attractive, clean and com-

fortable surroundings. They must have pleasant

oonditions to attract patrons.

2,. Many contacta are made with people of position

and prestige in the community.

M. Requirements

A. Qualifioations

1. Personal

a Must have a pleasing personality, an even

tomnerament, and a gracious manner.

b. Must like people and want to please and.

serve them.

o. Must be well groomed ard clean.

2. Physical

a. Must have excellent health.

b. Must have good eyesight.

o. Must not be too large.

3 Bducational

a. completion of a high school education is

most desirable. Almost impossible to pass

the State examinations without it.

b* The operator with education and culture will

attract persons of position, and it is the

operator with a clientele of this type who

is financially successful.
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a. The Arizona State Board of Cosmetology exam-

inee all operators before they may enter the

trade.

b. Requirements

1) Must have completed 1800 hours of training

in a recognized school of cosmetology.

2) Must pass an examination on;

a) Study of anatomy from shoulders up.

b) Bones, muscles, and blood circulation.

o) Ability to recognize disease.

d) Knowledge of sterilization of equip-

ment

e) Ability to do the various types of

work required.

8 To do barbering or hair cutting of any

type the operator must have a barber's

license.

e Beauty schools or colleges in Arizona are

located in Tucson and Phoenix. Many large

schools are found in Los Angeles and San

Diego

III. Compensation

A* Salary

I	 e usual	 of payment	 o receive a setTh 

amount per we,k, and then a reentage or (tom-
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mission is also paid each operator on the basis

of her individual receipts.

TT, Prospeets of Beauty Culture as a Vocation

A Most shops in Arizona are operated by the owner.

They employ one or two operators.

B. is an operator builds up a clientele she may then

open up a shop of her awn.

OW There is an advantage in this occupation in that

the trained worker can usually obtain employment,

sinoe this vocation is generally classified as a

1universal aceapatian.

D. There are good prospects for a girl who gets an

education, then learns her trade in a first-class

school. She should be able to open up a shop of

her own after two to three ye rs of experience as

an operator.

FUMES

Art ides

"Beauty Culture as a Vocation"
Occupational Studies No, 7, Division of Trade and
Industrial Edueation State Board. of Education,
Richmond, Virginia, 935.

2. "Barber"
Ocoupational Studies No 15
Pittsburgh Public Schools * 1923

saul—ffIG—IFTT---Vutureasaottation, Occupat ona 3 , iies
No. 7, State Board of Eduoation, Richmond * Virginia

l955.
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Mayers, Little and Robinson
FIans.TourPuture 
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Vocations 
koughton Mifflin 0o., Boston, 1929.



OLERIOAL WORE

STENOGRAPHER

Glasses of Stenographers and Nature of Their work

A. Typist.---Vie typist does general typewriting,

incidental clerical work and filings

B. Transeribing machine operator.-This work con-

sists of transcribing various dictated work that has

been recorded on dictagraphs or other similar ma-

chineas

O. Stenographer.-- The stenographer takes dictation

in shorthand and later transcribes the notes with

the typewriter. In many offices the work will

also include general office work, such  as opening

and sorting mail, filing letters and documents,

answering the telephone to give and receive informa-

tion and messages and receiving visitors who mall

to see the employer. n smaller offices the work

of keeping books often falls on the stenographer

D. Private Seoretary.---Tbe private secretary handles

the confidential correspondence of the head of a

deportment or an official; meets and interviews

visitors prepares office reports, colleots and

rprets information for executive action, and

re, L	 obinson	 pp. 167-169.



performs other incidental clerical work of the

office.

Executive Secretary.----The work of the executive

secretary consists of secretarial duties involving

executive and departmental correspondence and de-

tailed administrative work in carrying out the

orders and policies outlined by executives.

F. Court Reporters. -Their work is specialization

in legal dictation which they later transcribe with

the typewriter.'

Working Conditions Surrounding ThDse Engaged in This

Occupation.

A. Health and Avoident

1 As this work is quite sedentary, it will be

necessary for one in tbi .s occupation to find

outside activities and exercise to keep in good

health.

2. The average life expectancy for bookkeepers and

office workers Is 36.5 years, while that of a

farmer is 58.5 years.' This is the result of

the sedentary inside type of work the clerical

worker engages in*

Working conditions are nearly always favorable

to health * as most offices are clean, well

Bulletin Jo. 207 Series il, U. S. Department of Labor.
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lighted, and well ventilated.

4 Accidents are of no consequence.

sociates

The worker is generally in contact with pro-

gressive people and thus has the opportunity to

learn about the latest business methods and to

gain further preparation for promotion.

R. Stenographers of ability are hors likely to be

notioed by executives than others in the indus-

try because they are olosely associated with them.

O. Chances for Advaneement 2

1. Close association with executives puts a good

stenographer in line for an executive office.

This personal acquaintance often leads to a

more rapid promotion than comes to an ordinary

office worker.

Z. stenographers may expect to develop into head-

stenographers, court reporters or secretaries.

The promotion will be according to seniority

and the ability of the stenographer.

The stenographer that uses her head and proves

of value to her employer will be the one that

will advance.

D. Seasons end Hours of Work



1. stenographic work is not seasonal. Most all

jobs give year round employment.

2. The forty-four hours of work per week is the

average, although some work fortr.eight hours.

5, This type of work is not hard work but often

provee monotonous beoause of repetition of

routine duties, day'after day. 1

Ill. Preparation

A, General Educational Requirements

1, There is no set requirement for a stenographer.

Many finish only the eighth grade and attend

business school for three to six months. Their

future is vary limited unless they study and

obtain additional education.

2. A high school education is the training that

most stenographers have, with a short business

course after graduation.

3, Many high schools today offer commercial train-

ing for students during their junior and senior

year that will fit them to fill the average

position of stenographer,

4. High school subjects of particular value are

a English

b. Penmanship an
	 rig

Ge Typewriting
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d. Stenography

e. Economies

f. Bookkeeping

g. Business arithmetic

h* General mathematics

i. Commercial geography

j, Commercial law

B Regulations and Technical Requirements

1. The Civil Service) entrance requirements set

ninety-six words as a minimum for junior stenog-

raphers and 120 words as a minimum for senior

stenographerst

2. Court reporters must excel in stenography and

knowledge of legal terms, Oftentimes he has

to take as high as 200 words per minute.

Typing requirements of about sixty words per

minute will meet the average need.

4. Stenographers must know punotuation„ spelling,

sentence structure and paragraphing.

B. They must also be able to frame a well balanced

letter . Many sales are de or lost just on the

form of the letter sent out of an office. That

is why the stenographer's part in business is

so important.

ies or Route Qerica or tn
PersonnelClassification Board, U. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. 0,, 1901.
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Special requirements and preparation

a* ige -Stenographers enter the work from

seventeen to twenty-one, private seers-
,

taries eighteen to twentr-four inolusive*

The well tr ined young woman will usually get

the job over an older woman when vacancies

are to be filled*

b* Education*---*Many employers require high

school education for stenographers and from

two years to college graduation for private

secretaries* It is only those with higher

education that will be able to fill exeautive

positions when an opportunity occurs,

c* Experience*---Mest students that have con,-

plated the two years' work in commercial

subjeots given by the average high school

can go into an office and fill the job well

enough to get by until they learn the forms,

methods and ways of doing things of that par-

ticular °Mae* It is experience that makes

the stenographer of value to her employer*

C. Common Deficiencies of Present Workers

I. Lack of baokground education in subjects other

than co eroial4

Lack of tact and understanding in dealing with

people
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30 Lank of initiative, doing only what they are

told to do.,

4. Many fail to master the essentials of good

English and continue to use poor grammar, poor

sentence structure, incorrect letter writing

forms, and inaeourate spelling.

IT. Oompensations

A. salaries of Various Grades

1. Typist and Stenographer

a. Beginners In this type of work usually start

at a salary of $12 to $15 per week.

b. The average salary of typists and stenog-

raphers in 'Alma County is estimated to be

between $90 and $110 par month. The average

for normal times is $1,048 per year and

for stenographers the average is $1,41 per

year.

Stenographers start at the University of

.4rizona at salaries ranging from 00 to $90

per month, depending upon their training and

ability.

d. junior stenographers under Civil Serviee

start at $1,600 per year. Senior stenog-

raphers receive $1,800 per gear.

Secretarial work

44 The general average for this work is higher
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than that for stenographers. Proctor gives

the range for seeretaries as $100 to $300

per month.1 Rdmonson and Dondineau list

$126 to ; 00 as the possible range.
2

U. The salary of a secretary depends largely on

the business she is engaged in and the tier-

vice she can render to her employer.

c. Confidential secretaries often receive as high

as $10,000 per year salary.

3. Court reporters

a. They receive $10 per day and from ten to

twenty cents per hundred words for making

transeripts of testimony. Some are on a

yearly salary ranging from 0000 to $4000.

• Pensions

1. Under Civil Service and in various large com-

panies there are provisions made for pensions.

T. Individual or Special Requirements

A. Personal

1.A superior stenographer must be intelligent,

mentally alert, and possessing a good memory.

She Should also be neat. accurat e . trustworthy ,

tactful, and courteous, she must have good judg-

ment, initiative and resourcefulness.
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Do Physioal

I Must have , the use of both han, 	eye-

sight, and accurate hearing.

2. Must have a pleasing personal apearance. Must

be neat about herself and her clothes.

3. Must be fast at her work.

VI Types of Tests That $hould Help to Determine if a

Student is Qualified for This Work.

A. Teaehers' Reports

lo The grades and reports in 'commercial subjeots

should give some light as to the student s

possibilities in this field.

Many times typing teaohers ara asked to make

reoommendations for eertain openings.

Bo Trade Tests

1. The following points are oonsidered in one

trade test for commercial workers .1

a Filling out application blanks

b0 Letter writing in re spouse to advertisements.

e. Tests in fundamentals: reading writing

and arithmetic

d. Penmanship tests.

e. Questions and answers

Bduoational tests.
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g. Time element is very important in all these

tests*

VII. eons of Getting a Position

A. Where to Apply

1* It would be wise for a student to apply to

companies or concerns using stenographers six

months before graduation* The student should

tell when she expects to graduate and what type

of work she will be prepared to do.

E. One shouldn't be afraid to apply, even if there

appear to be no openings at the present time*

An opening may arise at any time, and an appli-

oant with a previous contact is ahead of the

rest*

3. Make friends with those engaged in this type

of work. Many times they will know of open-

ings and *an give valuable reoommendatiams.

V II. Supply and Demand

A. This type of work seems to be taken over almost

entirely by WON1011. The male stenographer has al-

most disappeared* The 1930 Census lists 36,050

mals aS against 775,140 women engaged as stenog-

raphers and typists. The number of males in this

occupation decreased by 5.5 per cent between 1910

and 1950, but from 1920 to 1930 there appears to

be about a 7 per cent increase in the number of
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males.

B. It is estimated by the Office of Education that

500,000 young people are taking stenographic

courses this year in public sohools and that

another 200,000 are being trained in private

business schools. (1935-36)

0 The number engaged in typing and stenography in

1910 was 320 , 000  In 1930 the number had risen
1to 811,190.

D, The clerical occupations give work to five per cent

of those gainfully employed in the United states,

a total of 4,025,324. 2

B. The demand for clerical workers seems to continue

to gain. Girls are inclined to think of clerical

work as one of the few kinds of work open to them

and enter it without considering whether or not

this is the work they can do best.5

F. In Yhma High School a good percentage of those

graduating in commercial work and having Rood records

have been placed in local instititutions and

business houses.

IX. Prospects of Stenography as a Vocation

A. The importance of this work has increased almost

300 per cent in the last twenty years. There is

U. So Census U. S. Bureaus -

tle and Robinson, cp. cit., p. 164.
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every reason to believe that this increase will

continuo in the future.

B. The business training a person receives in this

type of work will prove of great value to anyone

going into other types of work.

O. Many opportunities are open for the competent and

ambitious stenographer to advance to a more respon-

sible position.

D. Frank Vanderlip, who began as a stenographer be-

came president of one of the richest banks in

America.1

B* Boys may think that clerical work is for girls,

since so many girls are engaged in it. But there

is a good .demand for capable and ambitious boys ta

the occupation. Many court reporters are men. The

position of stenographer is often the entering

wedge into an organization, which otherwise a young

man might not be able to enter.
2

F. All girls should not think of clerical work  as the

only field open to them. If the student does not

possess the qualifications needed for a stenog-

rapher she should enter a more suitable field.
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TO THE STUDENT

Purpose of the Workbook

No one can tell you exactly what you should do to be
successful in life. The best that can be done is to give
you a clear and comprehensive understanding of the prob-
lems involved in choosing a vocation, thus increasing your
chance of achieving seourity, prosperity, and happiness.
This workbook has been prepared to help you find yourself in
your high school work, in the choice of a possible future
school, and in your choice of a vocation which you might
make your life 'swork*

This workbook is divided into three parts. Part I
deals with general introductory considerations. Part II
contains a survey of vocations important in the southwest.
Part III is an outline for an intensive study of an occupa-
tion which you are considering as a possible life's work.

This Workbook Should be Used with the Following
Suggestions in Mind:

1* Read through the work assigned. When there are refer-
ences given read through all if possible before you de-
cide on your answers.

2. If you can find a reference that is not referrea to in
the workbook, write the name of the book and page refer-
ence in below the regular references.

Z. Read carefully. Be sure you understand what each problem
asks you to find.

4* Don tt limit your sources of information to written mater-
ial. Much of your best information will be obtained
from interviews and talks with people in the field.

5. Use the blank pages given throughout the book at the
suggestion of the instructor. Use the blank sides of
your other pages for occupational clippings and pictures
taken from newspapers, magazines, etc. Try to tie up
this material with the material in your workbook.

Soaroes of Information at Your Disposal

1 Library, school and city.
2 Newspapers and magazines.
3 College catalogs and bulletins.
4. Interviews with workers engaged in the various occupa-

tions.
B. Interviews with community leaders.
6. Talks and discussions with your parents and friends.
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PART on 

111 AIMS WHILE IN ----------- HIGH SCHOOL

I. To take advantage of il the educational opportunities
offered in ----------- High School.

II. To realize that the best time to get a high school
education is now, and that, if I do not secure it now,
I may never get it.

III. To acquaint myself with the purpose and value of a
high school and help myself to acquire correct habits
of study.

IV. To gain information about colleges and universities
so that I can make my choice of schools.

V. To try to realize my weaknesses and strive to do better.

VI. To take advantage of my strong points and use them to
good advantage.

VII. To learn the factors one should consider before
choosing a vocation.

VIII. To see the relation of school courses to preparation
for life outside the school.

U. To realize that I must prepare myself to fill a
useful position iv life after I leave high school.

To fit myself through education to meet life situations
and become a good, happy, and useful citizen.

The following six groups of characteristics will largely
ia ermine the sacoess of your vocational life.

Charaoter —integrity, re ponsibility, resourcefulness ,

initiative.

II Judgment —eommon sense, scientific attitude t perspeotive.

III. Sfficiency, thoroughness, accuracy, industry .

IV. Understanding of men, executive ability.

V. Knowledge of the fundamentals of your vocation.

VI. Technique of practice and of business.



GENERAL SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO STUDY

I. TYPES OF STUDYING

A. Reading type; social science, literature, etc.
B. Laboratory type; working with apparatus.
Ow Analytieal or reasoning type; mathematics, theory.

GENERAL PROBLEMS COMMON TO ALL LEARNING

A. Control of Attention.
I. This is the chief source of waste, the re-

luctance to start work. (I hate to do this.)
To overcome this:
a. Force yourself to ork.
b. Put yourself in a bodily position for

work. (Sit up.)
o. Work where there is no distraction.

(Get away from the family.)
d. Begin work, Do not sit and hate to begin.

Get started.

Assimilation and retention of material and sug-
gestions for memory work.
1. Know what you want to find. Ask questions and

answer them.
2. Understand what you want to assimilate.

Retain or memorize understandiegly, not blindly.
3 Organize ideas with certain reference to

larger ideas and general principles.
4. Recall at brief intervals essential ideas of

what you have read. stop and say to yourself,
"What did I read? What is it about?"
Use the ideas, tell them to somebody; connect
them with something you already know.
In committing material to memory, learn by
wholes, not by parts. Reasons Why this is
better:
a* Retention is more permanent
b. Eliminates many useless and interfering

oonnections and prevents stalling between
pie cemeals.
Reading or learning as a whole gives a view
of the entire skeleton and serves to
correlate all parts and to give meaning
to the several parts as well as to the
whole.

d. Memorizing in parts produces unevenness.
Repeating first part many times causes



eVerlearning while the last part is covered
just enough to get by. This type of learning
io discouraging to students, for they cannot
see or note progress.

O. Improving your reading ability.
14 Faroe yourself to read faster.

One-fourth of university students read slower
than average high 8-011001 students. One-fourth
of sixth grade students read slower than fifth
grade students. Most people can increase
reading and comprehending speed fifty to one
hundred per cent through habit and concentra-.	 tion.

.2e. Read by groupe of words. Do not read word by
word. increase your eye-span.

3. Do not move your lips in silent reading

III. DEFINITE RULES FOR STUDY

A. Keep in good physical condition.
B. See that external conditions are favorable;

light, heat, chair, olothing, ventilation, etc.
C. Form a time and place study habit.
D. Begin work promptly. Take on attitude of atten-

tion.
E. Concentrate: wort intensely while working.
F. Do not fluster or worry.
G. Do work with intent to learn and remember, do

not merely cram.
H. De work with an aim. Make rapid survey of assign-

ment material.
I. Take a rapid review of last lesson.
J* Give ost time to your weakest points. Carry

study past the point of just recall.
K. When information is of importance for the time

being only, pass over it rapidly.
L. Make duration of study long enough to warrant

*warming up".
M. When you step or interrupt work, stop at a natural

break. Leave a cue for a start.
N. After intense application on something, pause and

re-read before taking up something else.
0* Work out yourawn examples and general principles
• State the in your work*
P. Mentally review ever so often as you study.
Q. Da not hesitate to mark books to make important

peints stana out.
it To motor -extensive and oceplex work, make an

outline.



S. Do not just memorize, but understand your work.
T. Do not break np a poem or prose, but memorize as

a whole.
U. Summarize preferably in writing.

IT. LIST FIVE THINGS YOU COULD DO TO IMPROVE YOUR OWN
STUDY &BITS.

B.

T. WBITNABRIP CODE OP RXS. WOR iGi COOL STUDENTS



FAOTORS TO CON'IDER IN CHOOSING A OOLLEGE OR UIViRSITY

I. SHOULD EVERYONE GO TO COLLEGE,

A. List five reasons for attending college

1.

2

4.

5.

B. List five	 for not attnthg college

1 .

2,

4.

5.

II. SOME OP	 FACTORS I MUST CONSIDER IN CHOOSING
A3 MY onmeg OR UNIVERSITY

A. Location

1. Chance for work

2. Chance for deve	 ent

3. Oonvenience

a. Distance

b. Means of travel to and fro

c. Traveling expenses

B. Entrance Beq.u .t

1. Age

2. Zxmiti on



Required subjects for oollege entrance

a ,

b.

0.

C. Eleetives of value to my vocation which I will
have completed in high school

1.

2.

5.

4.

5.

D. Courses 1 will have to take in college

1.

2

3.

5.

6.

74

8

9

Rank of College or Univerei y

1. Endowment

2. Equipment

raculty

Standards

Eminenes in the field where your interesta lie.



Eitra*ernrieuiar aotivities

a.

b.

0 *

d.

Y. Positions held by alumni

a*

b.

C.

d .

Goats

1. Tuition

2. Pees

3. Room and board

a.

bo

4 Books

b. Scholarships available

n us



PREPARING FOR YOUR OCCUPATION

PAOTORS TO COnIDER BEFORE GROWING A VOCATION

A. Row much education do I need?
B. Should my education be general, technical, or

special?
O. that is the beginning salary, and what can I ex-

peat later?
D. Number of people engaged in that kind of work, the

importance of this activity.
E. Snpply of and demand for workers in that kind of

work.
F. Working conditions surrounding those engaged in

that kind of work.
G. Permanence and regularity of employment.
H. Is there a possibility of advancement in the field

or is it a blind alley job?
I. Am I fitted for this kind of work?
J. Does the occupation have value to the community?

Is it of service to the general welfare of society,
as well as to myself?

II. THE 1930 CENSUS CLASSIFICATION OF OCCUPATIONS* IS AS
FOLLOWS:

A. Agrioulture.
B. Forestry and fishing.
O. Extraction of minerals.
D. Manufacturing and mechanical industries.
B. Transportation and communication.
P. Trade.
G. Public servioe.
R. Professional serviette.
I. Domestic and personal service.
J. Clerioal ocoupations.

The whole number of oocupations is divided into
25,000 oceupational jobs or designations as they are
termed in the census report.

In, MAU A LTST OP 20 OCCUPATIONAL JOBS IN OUR COMMUNITY
THAT YOU MIGHT EN'igH.

A.	 F.
L 	G.
00	 H.
D. I.
E. J.
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z.	 P.
L. Q.
M. R.

3 e

O.	 T.

IV THE FOLLOWING CUSSES OF WORKEBS ARE POUND WITHIN EACH
OF THE 1930 CLASSIFIED OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS:

A. Unskilled Workers
1. The largest group
2. They de only what someone tells them to do.
3. They receive from 41-46 per day.
4. List 10 jobs of this °lass.

a*	 f.

b.	 g.

4.

e.	 j.

6. Education required

6. Future

B. Semi-skilled
1. Most semi-skilled workers were first unskilled

workers.
2. They are able to handle machinery, read dire ct-

tiens, etc.
3. They receive from 43-$10 per day.
4. List 10 jobs of this °lass of work.

a*

b.

ahl

55

5. Education requ ired

6. Future



O. Skilled Workers
lo Made up of two classes.

a. Men and women who have acquired their
technical training in high school or a
trade school.

b. Men and women who have been unskilled or
semi-skilled workmen, but by conscientious
•efforts and good habits of work have trained
themselves to be skilled workers,

4. The majority of workmen in the building trades,
machine shops, telephone offices, etc.„ are of
this Class*

S. They receive better pay than unskilled or semi-
skilled.

4. List 10 lobs of. this class.
a*	 f.

g.

d.

G. 	4.
Education require

!Future in this work

D. Oleriaai Workers

Workers of this group are found in nearly all
of the occupations. They are often spoken
of as the "White collar" group.
Usually high school graduates with special
training .

3. They are found in public and private offices.
4. List 10 clerical Post tions.

a. fo

b. F.

co	 ho

d. t.

• 4.

Eduo tion



6. Future

E. Business Careers

1. _People who take business risks in order to
make greater profits than they can make work-
ing for wages, salaries, or professional fees..
They may make great profits when successful,
but may lose all when they fail.
They must have capital (also land and labor)
to work with.

4. List 10 kinds of businesses.

a. f.

b. g*

c , 	 b.

d.
	 1.

e
	

J.

6. Education

6, Future

F. Professional Pursuits
1. Number less than any other group.
2. More education and longer training period neces-

sary to prepare for the professions than any
other work. Eight years after high school in
many eases.

3. They rectal:9V a more regular income than any
other group of workers.

4. List 10 professions.

a,	 fo

b o g.

a*

de I.

e ,
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6, Educe ion require .

6* Future in this work.

V. SELECT SOME LARGE BUSINESS AND SHOW Ham EACH OF THESE
WO RS IS ENGAGED IN THE S4Mg GENERAL OCCUPATION.



PART TWO,

AGRICULTURE

"The farmer must realise the complexity of the agri-
cultural situation. He must realize that agriculture is
part of the whole social, economic, and financial order,
that it cannot be treated wholly apart from busines , bank-
ing, and labor. In the main he must pin faith to research,
cooperation, organisation and education."---Glenn Frank.

The people who gain their living from agriculture in
the United States number 10,241,000.

I. State the chief ad.antages and disadvantages of farm
life.
Advantages 

ILa Write some of the reasons for the inadequate income
of the farmer.

III.Advantages a	 County farmer has.

IV. Enumerate the qualities needed to be a successful
farmer.

V, Lis our things the farmer might do to improve his
living conditions.
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VI. Find out the five leading agricultural products of
our community. List products and value of each.

VII What courses in high school are of particular value
o a prospective farmer?

VIII. How can a college education help to make a boy a
better farmer?

The United States government and the state government
do many things to help the farmer because he is so
important. What are some of these things?

References
Edmonson end Dondineau Chapter III.
Gallagher—Lessons 48, 49.
Meyers, Little and Rabinson--Part I, Unit VII.
Preetor--Chapters IV, V.
'Lions
Interview County Agent.
Interview Farmers Cooperative Officials.
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FORESTRY AND FISHING

Ocoupational jobs available in forestry.

II. Reasons for the imp•rtanoe of forestry at the
present time.

III.Agencies working toward reforestation.

IV. Importanoe of fishing as an industry.

V Bp-produ ts of fish ing.
a.

b.

d .

VI. Other products from the ocean.

References
Edmonson and Dondineau--Chap er III.
Gallagheressons 60 and 53.
Meyers, Little and Robinson--Part 1, Unit VII.
ProOtor--ObaPter V.
Careers Pamphlet "Porestry. 4

suggestions



EXTRACTION OF MINERALS

I. Enumers e some of the positions open in mining.

Il Give the advantages and disadvantages of working LI
mines.

List leading mi ral pro -duets of Arizona and produc-
tion of each.

a.

bu	 O,

f.

IV. Future of mining in Arizona.

V. List eight mining towns of Arizona.

V. Rank Arizona in rotaI United States production accord-
ing to value:
a. Silver	 d. Gold

b. Lead.	 OA Copper

e. Asbestos
	 f Vanadium

enees
World Almanao-r-1956.
Arizona Yearbook--1930.
Meyer, Little and Robinson—Unit VII
Proetor--Chapter VIII.
Edmonson--Chapter IV.

suggestions ,

Talks with Mining Men.
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FACTORY WORZ &ND METAL TRAMS

Ten mi lion people in the United States employed in
those industries.

I, List advantages and disadvantages of factory work.
Advantages 	Disadvantage

Ii. List some of the ways in which invention of modern
machinery has affected the workmen in factories.

III Name some of the kinds of factory work you could enter.

a. List the six most important manufaoturing industries
in the United States.

a.

e

f.

V. Why is
for man	 lug?

(your community) not suitable

Beferenees
Meyers, Little and Robinson—Part I, Unit IX.
Edmonson and Dondineau—Chapter V.
Proctor—Chapters IX, X.
Gallagher—Group III.
World Almanao-1936.

Sugg stions
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TRANS2ORTATION AND COWUNICATION

More than three million people are engaged in transport-
ing goods and persons from one place to another by rail,
read, water, and air.

I, Make a list of as many kinds of transportation and
communication as possible*
pasaportation, 	 Communication

II. Are transportation vocations hazardous compared with
other occupations? Why?

III State the outstanding qualities required of a tele-
phone operator.

*

b.

0.

d*

Compare the advantages of truck transportation with
those of railway to the shipper.
Advantages of truck trans ortation Advantages stAllIMIZ

V. Name the advantages and disadvant
aviator*
AdTa_ntages 

ges of becoming an

loksAmatriVE



neon arik Dondi u Chap r V
her--Lessons fi2-56.
Little and Robinson Part

r-- hapters VI, VII.
suggesi

Interview telephone officia
Interview railroad workers.

Unit X
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Ti.What are some of the Air Commerce Regulations, as
Issued by the United States Department of Commerce?

VII Name six workers between the airplane designer and
the pilot who must have specialised knowledge of
aeronautics.

Viii.. What are the typas of work in which one might n ge.
in bus and truck transportation pooupations?

IX thy are there so
in railroad trans

Vs available for young men
t tion?



THE BUILDING TRADES

The building trades call for an expression of a large
amount of physioal activity* A high degree of skill in
the arm, hand and finger movements is essential; good health,
strong, robust bodies are necessary for most of the work.

I. List five occupations classified in the building
trades. Give wages of each in	 County at
present time.
a•

b.

e.

d .

a.

II. List the advantages and disadvantages of working in
the building trades. Select two trades and compare
each,.

Atbrantagee 	pisadvantael

• List some of the thi
	

an electrician must know.

some of the thtns a plumber should know,



V * List some of the things a mason must know.

VI* List some of the things a carpenter must know.

VII. List some of the things a contractor must know

VIII List some of the work in the building trades a woman
might do.

The
llagher—Les	 59-47 inclusive.
yore, Little and Robinson—Unit X/.

Prootor--Chapter XII
Suggs tions

Contact local Union officials.
Interview contractors.
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GOURNMENT WORK

Public offices are a public trust, the authorities
and opportunities of Which must be used absolutely for the
public, benefit, and not for the purpose of any individual
or party.

I. List types of government work carried on by each of
the following political units:
Federal

State

Local

114 List the advantages and d.ieadvan.tages of entering
Civil Service work.
AdVantages 	IAPAAIMAIEtE

1114 Name four important positions which may be obtained
only through the Civil Service examination .

IY•state the attractive and
litical
Attraetive

tive feature

'Unattractive

of



VI, Give some of the advantages and disadvantages of
government ownership of railroads.
Advantagn	 Disadvantages

VII. List advantages and disadvantages of public ownership
of local utilities.
Advantages 	Disadvantages

VIII.rind out about some publicly owned utility in regard
to its efficiency* service rendered, etc.	 msoord your
findings,

List six enterprises that the public: might awn and
operate.

References
Rdmonson and Dondineau—Chapter VII/.
Gallagher—Lessons 73*.76.
EuSbes-- Problems of.;xmerican  DemocrEaz, Chapter XII.
Meyers * Little and Robixoijr VII.

Suggestions
Interview government empaoyees.
Interview ecunty officers.



PROFUSION ND ALUM) OCCUPATIONS

The most significant characteristic) of a profession
that it is pursued to promote the welfare of others.

I. Nhme six professions with which you are familiar.

41

43 •

f

Write the general drawbacks in the musical pr fessions.

physioians are unsuccessful for the following
one:

XV list so of the servioes of the ministry outside the
church.

at he outstanding oharaoteritio of lawyers that
et ith the greatest success.



V/ List the qualities one should have in order to be a
suottessful coach or athletic direotor.

a.

ea

d.

Name the chief requirements for a good nurse.

VIII. List the ohief duties of a civil engineer*

II. Give the eosimon cause fcr fella es among teachers,

List qua1ificat.ions one should haie to make a good
teacher.

XI. Legal qualifications for teachers in riza .

encta
Meyers, Little and Robinson, Chapter X II.
2dmon5on and Dondineau- -Chapter L.
Proctor- -GhaPters IVII-XXIV inclusive.
4,11agher--Lossolae 573 inclusive and 77-91 inol ive.
tate regulations or laws.
hn
erview teachers
erview professional men*



DOMESTIC . AND PER3O1AL SERVICE

What, is the difference between personal and domestic
service?

II. List five domestic and five personal service pooupations.
Domestio	 Personal

II/. List the advantages and disadvantages of entering
domestic or personal servioe.
Advantages 	llatImOlat

IV. List five ways in which the use of electricity has
helped workers in this field.

References
lidmonson and Dondineau— , Chapter X.
Gallagher—Lessons96-96 inclusive.
Meyers, Little and Robinson—Chapter XV.
Prowtor--Chapter XIII.

3ugges tienS



OLZRIOAL WORK

I. State the duties of an aoicountant.

Write the requfreaeutB of a good stenographer

• Why is alert al work a desirable field for girls?

rv. List the ualitiee necesser for au oess a a private
secretary.

V. Give some of the tra	 e and unat motive features
of office work.
Attract
	

tractive

VI Name some mechanical time-saving devioes used in a
large, modern business office.

iced work pay less tha factory jobs?

Referonaes
Rdmonsom and Dondineau hapter X.
Gallagher - -Lessons GO-72 inolusive
Mayora l Little and Robinson- -ahapter XV.
krocter- -OhaPter XIT's

suggest
Interview commercial teach rs
Interview clerical workers.
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PART TR

STUD! OF AS YOUR LIFE vouTion

A. Introduction 

1. Occupations that appeale8 to me as a child.

Occupations that appeal to me now*

3. Why I Chose this occupation to investigate.

Ba A. Brief History of

10 Conditions among ancient people.

2. Conditions in Arerica a century ago.

3. Con tions today*

C. Opportunities in the Field of

1* Describe several branches of work in separate
paragraphs, telling of duties in each case.

Duties that one would perform during a typical
day. (Get information from talks and interviews.)
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E. Preparation and training necessary.

1. Kind of training and amount required.

2. Courses in high school that will he of value.
a. f.

b. g.

c ,	 h.

e.

d.	

j-

3. Idvamed training
a. Points to consider

1)

2)

3)

4)

6)

6)

b. Length of training

0. Cost of training
1) Per year.

2) Total cost.

d. Entrance requirements
1)

2)

3)

choice of schools

4)

5)

6)
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eo Subjeots I will have to take in college.
1)

-

2) 6)

3) 7)

4) 8)

f Training one eau reoeive in our own com-
munity.

U. Economic Conditions

ko Opportunities for employment.
1 Importance of work in 1910.

Importance of work in 1930

3. Future.

Bo steadiness of the work

Hours
14 Hours in working day

a. Time off*

b. Evening or night.

0. Sunday work.

4. Saturday afternoon.

D. Vacation
1 4 Row witch Vaeationo

2 What time of year.

34 With or without pay.



uneration
Money return

2. Salary of beginners

3. Average salary

4. Maximum salary

5. Satisfaction in the work itself

6. Personal interest in the work

7. Service to others

P. Conditions of work
1. Healthfulness of the work

2. Benefits provided for workers

G., Advantages and disadvantages
10 Chances for promotion

2. Can anyone find work in this field

3. Associates

40 Rating of this occupation in the community

III. Noted men and women in the field of
(Write a brief biography of the
individuals.)

e



(Continued)

IV* Qualities should possess.  

A. Physical qualities
1,

2,

3*

4,

B. Personal qualities

2.

3.

4 ,

5 .

C. Mental qualities or those which make one an e f,„.
ficient worker.
1*

2.

4*

D. Moral qualities, or qualities of character which
the foundation of permanent success.

are

B. Discuss each quality that is outstanding connected
with this occupation.



V, Se 3f analis

A Qualities which I possess

B Qualitiee which I must cultivate
(Consult your family, your chums, your
teachers, and persons engaged in the work
about the qualities you have or lack that
are necessary for success in this field,)

VI, Why I believe I will be suocessf41 as



SOURING As POSITION: MAKING GOOD IN ONE'S POSITION

Dress does not make the man but it does make impres-
sions, good or bad*

Efficiency is the power of doing one's best in the
easiest way and shortest time, to the satisfaction of all
concerned*

I. Name some of the ways of locating a vacancy.

II List the essential points that a good letter of
application should containG

III. Give the qualities that make men suecesaful*

rr.
 Write the essential points to consider in making a
personal application.

Common reasons for failure in bu ness.
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VI Some of the definitions given  for success are:

VII. Give the advantages and disadvantages of working
on a salary.
Advantages,	 Disadvantages

VIII.List some of the principles a beginner should bear in
mind which not only will help him to hold hie po.
sition, but to grow and develop in it.

References
Meyer, Little and Robinson—Part IV, Units XI-XV inc.
1dmoneon and Dondineau- -Chapter
proator.--4bapter XXV.
Gallagter- -Lesson 100.

suggestions
Interview several suooesstul business men.
Interview several professional men.



THRIFT

"The easiest thing in the orld is to spend money;
anyone can do it. To spend wisely is not so easy; it re-
quires thought and careful planning. To create a reserve
for future spending requires vision, strength of character,
and determination to get ahead."--WILLIAM A. SUMMER.

I. State the chief purposes of keeping a budget

II. Enumerate the essential points to consider in investing.

III. The amount of a child's allowance should be de-
termined by his
a. Age

b.

CI

IV. Give the advantages and disadvantages of credit.

	

Advantages	 Disadvantages 

	

Give the ad
	 g s of i insurance.

VI Ways of ix vesting personal savings.

Be Greases
Edmonson and Dondineau--Ohapter XII.
Gallagher - -Lesson 34.
NoYmrs. Little and Robinson-Part III.
prootor..0bapter XXVI.

Sug estions
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